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Folk Wisdom About Human Observation
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n the fields of observation, chance favors the prepared mind.
.Louis Pasteur (1822-1895)
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only seewhat they arepreparedto see.
-Ralph WaldoEmerson(1803-1882)

Every student who takes an introductory
psychology or sociology course learns that
human perception is highly selective. When
looking at the same sceneor object, different
people will seedifferent things. What people
"see" is highly dependent on their interests, biases, and backgrounds. Our culture
shapeswhat we see,our early childhood s0cialization forms how we look at the world,
and our value systems tell us how to interpret what passesbefore our eyes.How, then,
can one trust observational data?
In their classic guide for users of social
science research, Katzer, Cook, and Crouch
(1978) titled their chapter on observation
"Seeing Is Not Believing." They open with
an oft-repeated story meant to demonstrate
the problem with observational data.
Once at a scientific meeting, a man suddenly
rushed into the midst of one of the sessions.
Another man with a revolver was chasing
him. They scuffled in plain view of the assembled researchers, a shot was fued, and they
rushed out. About twenty seconds had
elapsed. Thech airperson of the sessionimmediately asked all present to write down an account of what they had seen. The observers
did not know that the ruckus had been
planned, rehearsed,and photographed. Of the
forty reports turned in, only one was less than
20 percent mistaken about the principal facts,
and most were more than 40 percent mistaken.
The event surely drew the undivided attention of the observers, was in full view at close

range, and lasted only twenty seconds.But the
observers could not observe all that happened. Somereaders chuckled becausethe observers were researchers,but similar experiments have been reported numerous times.
They are alike for all kinds of people. (Katzer
et al.1978:21-22)

Using this story to cast doubt on all varieties of observational research manifests
two fundamental fallacies: (1) These researchers were not trained as social science
observers, and (2) they were not prepared to
make observations at that particular moment. Scientific inquiry using observational methods requires disciplined training and rigorous preparation.
The fact that a person is equipped with
functioning sensesdoes not make that person a skilled observer. The fact that ordinary
persons experiencing any particular incident will highlight and report different
things does not mean that trained and preparedobseroerscannot report with accuracy,
authenticity, and reliability that same incident.
Training to become a skilled observer includes

. learningto payattention,seewhatthere
is to see,andhearwhatthereis hear;
. practicein writing descriptively;
. acquiringdisciplinein recordingfield
notes;
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. knowing how to separate detail from
trivia to achievethe former without being overwhelmedby the latter;
. using rigorous methodsto validate and
triangulate observations;and
. reporting the strengths and limitations
of one'sown perspective,which requires
both self-knowledgeand self-disclosure.
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Training observers can be particularly
challenging because so many people think
that they are "natural" observers and therefore have little to learn. Training to become a
skilled observer is a no less rigorous process
than the training necessary to become a
skilled survey researcheror statistician. People don't "naturally" know how to write
good survey items or analyze statisticsand people don't "naturally" know how to
do systematic research observations. All
forms of scientific inquiry require training
and practice.
Careful preparation for entering into
fieldwork is as important as disciplined
training. Though I have considerable experience doing observational fieldwork, had I
been present at the scientific meeting where
the shooting scene occurred my recorded
observations might not have been significantly more accurate than those of my less
trained colleagues because I would not have
beenpreparedto observewhat occurred and,
lacking that preparation, would have been
seeing things through my ordinary eyes
rather than my scientific observer's eyes.
Preparation has mental, physical, intellectual, and psychological dimensions. Pasteur said, "In the fields of observation,
chance favors the prepared mind." Part of
preparing the mind is learning how to concentrate during the observation. Observation, for me, involves enormous energy and
concentration. I have to "turn on" that concentration-"turn
on" my scientific eyes
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and ears,my observationalsenses.A scientific observercannotbe expectedto engage
in systematicobservationon the spur of the
momentany more than a world-classboxer
canbe expectedto defendhis title spontaneously on a streetcomer or an Olympic runner canbe askedto dashoff at recordspeed
becausesomeonesuddenly thinks it would
be nice to test the runner's time. Athletes,
artists, musicians,dancers,engineers,and
scientistsrequiretraining and mentalpreparation to do their best.Experimentsand simulations that document the inaccuracyof
spontaneous observations made by untrained and unprepared observersare no
more indicative of the potential quality of
observational methods than an amateur
communitytalentshowis indicativeof what
professionalperformerscando.
Two points arecritical, then,in this introductory section.First,thefolk wisdom about
observationbeing nothing more than selective perceptionis true in theordinary course
of participating in day-to-day events.Second, the skilled observeris ableto improve
the accuracy,authenticity,and reliability of
observationsthrough intensivetraining and
rigorous preparation.The remainderof this
chapteris devotedto helping evaluatorsand
researchersmove their observationsfrom
the level of ordinary looking to the rigor of
systematicseeing.
The Value of
Direct Observations
I'm often asked by students: "Isn't interviewing just as good as observation? Do you
really have to go see a program directly to
evaluate it? Can't you find out all you need
to know by talking to people in the program
without going there and seeing it firsthand?"
I reply by relating my experience evaluating a leadership development program with
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two colleagues.As part of a fonnative evaluation aimed at helping staff and funders
clarify and improve the program's design
before undertaking a comprehensive follow-up study for a summative evaluation,
we went through the program asparticipant
observers. After completing the six-day
leadership retreat, we met to compare experiences. Our very first conclusion was that
we would never have understood the program without personally experiencing it. It
bore little resemblance to our expectations,
what people had told us, or the official program description. Had we designed the follow-up study without having participated
in the program, we would have completely
missed the mark and asked inappropriate
questions. To absorb the program's language, understand nuances of meaning, appreciate variations in participants' experiences, capture the importance of what
happened outside formal activities (during
breaks, over meals, in late-night gatherings
and parties), and feel the intensity of the retreat environment-nothing
could have
substituted for direct experience with the
program. Indeed, what we observed and
experienced was that participants were
changed as much or more by what happened outside the formal program struCture
and activities as by anything that happened
through the planned curriculum and exercises.
The first-order purposes of observational
data are to describethe setting that was observed, the activities that took place in that
setting, the people who participated in those
activities, and the meanings of what was observed from the perspectives of those observed. The descriptions should be factual,
accurate, and thorough without being cluttered by irrelevant minutiae and trivia. The
quality of observational reports is judged by
the extent to which that observation permits

the reader to enter into and understand the
situation described. In this way, evaluation
users, for example, can come to understand
program activities and impacts through detailed descriptive information about what
has occurred in a program and how the pe0ple in the program have reacted to what has
occurred.
Naturalistic observations take place in the
field. For ethnographers, the field is a cultural setting. For qualitative organizational
development researchers,the field will be an
organization. For evaluators, the field is the
program being studied. Many terms are
used for talking field-based observations including participant observation, fieldwork,
qualitative observation,direct observation,and
field research." All these terms refer to the circumstance of being in or around an on-going
social setting for the purpose of making a
qualitative analysis of that setting" (Lofland
1971:93).
Direct, personal contact with and observations of a setting have several advantages.
First, through direct observations the inquirer is better able to understand and capture the context within which people interact. Understanding context is essential to a
holistic perspective.
Second, firsthand experience with a setting and the people in the setting allows an
inquirer to be open, discovery oriented, and
inductive because,by being on-site, the observer has less need to rely on prior conceptualizations of the setting, whether those
prior conceptualizations are from written
documents or verbal reports.
A third strength of observational fieldwork is that the inquirer has the opportunity
to see things that may routinely escape
awareness among the people in the setting.
For someone to provide information in an
interview, he or she must be aware enough

to reportthe desiredmtormation.Because
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the opportunity to move beyond the selective perceptions of others. Interviews present the understandings of the people being
interviewed. Those understandings constitute important indeed critical, information.
However, it is necessary for the inquirer to
keep in mind that interviewees are always
reporting perceptions-selective
perceptions. Field observerswill also have selective
perceptions. By making their own perceptions part of the data-a matter of training,
discipline, and self-awareness-observers
can arrive at a more comprehensive view of
the setting being studied than if forced to
rely entirely on secondhand reports through
interviews.
Finally, getting closeto the people in a setting through firsthand experience permits
the inquirer to draw on personal knowledge
during the formal interpretation stage of
analysis. Reflection and introspection are
important parts of field research. The impressions and feelings of the observer become part of the data to be used in attempting to understand a setting and the people
who inhabit it. The observer takes in information and forms impressions that go beyond what can be fully recorded in even the
most detailed field notes.
Because[the observer] seesand hears the people he studies in many situations of the kind
that normally occur for them, rather than just
in an isolated and formal interview, he builds
an ever-growing fund of impressions, many
of them at the subliminal level, which give
him an extensive base for the interpretation
and analytic use of any particular datum. This
wealth of information and impression sensitizes him to subtleties which might pass
unnoticed in an interview and forces him to
raise continually new and different questions,
which he brings to and tries to answer in

succeedingobservations.(Beckerand Geer
1970:32)

Observation-Based
Evaluation and Applied
Research in a Political World
The preceding review of the advantages
of fieldwork strikes me as fairly straightforward but a bit abstract. In a moment, we'll
consider the details of how to do fieldwork,
but to inform that transition and reinforce
the importance of direct observation in the
real world, let me offer a perspective from
the world of children's stories. Some of the
most delightful, entertaining, and suspenseful fairy tales and fables concern tales of
kings who discard their royal robes to take
on the apparel of peasants so that they can
move freely among their people to really understand what is happening in their kingdoms. Our modern-day kings and political
figures are more likely to take television
crews with them when they make excursions among the people. They are unlikely to
go out secretly disguised, moving through
the streets anonymously, unless they're up
to mischief. It is left, then, to applied researchersand evaluators to play out the fable, to take on the appropriate appearance
and mannerisms that will permit easy
movement among the people, sometimessecretly, sometimes openly, but always with
the purpose of better understanding what
the world is really like. They are then able to
report those understandings to our modern-day version of kings so that policy wis.dom canbe enhanced and programmatic decisions enlightened. At least that's the
fantasy. Turning that fantasy into reality involves a number of important decisions
about what kind of fieldwork to do. We turI:l
now to those decisions.
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e shall not ceasefrom exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the placefor the first time!
-T. S. Eliot (1888-1965)

Observational research explores the
world in many ways. Deciding which observational approaches are appropriate for
evaluation or action research involves different criteria than those same decisions
made to undertake basic social scientific research. These differences emerge from the
nature of applied research, the politics of
evaluation, the nature of contract funding in
most evaluations, and the accountability of
evaluators to information users. Thus, while
field methods have their origins in basic anthropological and sociological field methods, using these methods for evaluation often requires adaptation. The sections that
follow will discuss both the similarities and
differences between evaluation field methods and basic research field methods.

Variations in Observer
Involvement: Participant
or Onlooker or Both?
The first and most fundamental distinction that differentiates observational strategi~ concerns the extent to which the observer will be a participant in the setting
being studied. This involves more than a
simple choice between participation and
nonparticipation. The extent of participation is a continuum that varies from complete immersion in the setting as full participant to complete separation from the setting
as spectator, with a great deal of variation

along the continuum between these two end
points.
Nor is it simply a matter of deciding at the
beginning how much the observer will participate. The extent of participation can
change over time. In some cases, the researchermay begin the study as an onlooker
and gradually become a participant as fieldwork progresses. The opposite can also occur. An evaluator might begin as a complete
participant to experience what it is like to be
initially immersed in the program and then
gradually withdraw participation over the
period of the study until finally taking the
role of occasional observer from an onlooker
stance.
Full participant observation constitutes
an omnibus field strategy in that it "simultaneously combines document analysis, interviewing of respondents and informants, direct participation and observation, and
introspection" (Denzin 1978b:183).1£,on the
other hand, an evaluator observes a program as an onlooker, the processesof observation can be separated from interviewing.
In participant observation, however, no
such separation exists. Typicall~ anthropological fieldworkers combine in their field
notes data from personal, eyewitness observation with information gained from informal, natural interviews and informants' descriptions (pelto and Pelto 1978:5).Thus, the
participant observer employs multiple and
overlapping data collection strategies:being
fully engaged in experiencing the setting
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(participation) while at the same time observing and talking with other participants
aboutwhateveris happening.
In the leadership program I evaluated
throughparticipantobservation,I was a full
participant in all exercisesand program activities using the field of evaluation as my
leadershiparena(sinceall participantshad
to haveanarenaof leadershipastheir focus).
As did other participants,I developedclose
relationshipswith somepeopleasthe week
progressed,sharing meals and conversing
lateinto thenight. I sometimestook detailed
notesduring activitiesif the activity permitted (e.g.,group discussion),while at other
times I waited until later to record notes
(e.g.,aftermeals).If a situationsuddenlybecameemotional,for exampleduring a small
group encounter,I would ceaseto takenotes
soasto befully presentaswell asto keepmy
note taking from becoming a distraction.
Unlike other participants, I sat in on staff
meetingsand knew how staff viewed what
was going on. Much of the time I was fully
immersed in the program experienceas a
participant,but I was also always aware of
my additional role asevaluationobserver.
The extent to which it is possiblefor an
evaluatorto becomea participant in a programwill dependpartly on thenatureof the
program. In human serviceand education
programsthat servechildren, the evaluator
cannotparticipateasa child but may be able
to participateasa volunteer,parent,or staff
memberin sucha way asto developtheperspectiveof an insider in one of thoseadult
roles.Gendercan createbarriers to participant observation.Males can't be participants in female-only programs (e.g., battered women's shelters). Females doing
fieldwork in nonliterateculturesmay not be
permitted accessto male-onlycouncilsand
ceremonies.Programs that serve special
populationsmayalsoinvolve naturallimitations on the extent to which the evaluator

can become a full participant For example,a
researcherwho is not chemically dependent
will not be able to become a full participant,
physically and psychologically, in a chemical dependency program, even though it
may be possible to participate in the program asa client Suchparticipation in a treatment program can lead to important insights and W1derstanding about what it is
like to be in the program; however, the evaluator must avoid the delusion that participation has been complete. This point is illustrated by an exchange between an inmate
and a student who was doing participant observation in a prison.

Inmate: "What are you in here for, man?"
Student: '1'm here for a while to find out
what it's like to be in prison."
Inmate: "What do you mean- 'find out
what it's like' ?"
Evaluator: "I'm here so that I can experienceprison from the inside instead of just
studying what it's like from out there."
Inmate: "You got to be jerkin' me off, man.
'Experience from the inside. . . '? Shit,
man, you can go home when you decide
you've had enough can't you?"
Evaluator: "Yeah."
Inmate: "Then you ain't never gonna know
what it's like from the inside."
Social, cultural, political, and interpersonal factors can limit the nature and degree
of partidpation in participant observation.
For example, if the participants in a program
all know each other intimately they may object to an outsider trying to become part of:
their close circle. Where marked social class
differences exist between a sociologist and:
people in a neighborhood, accesswill bej
more difficult; likewise, when, asis often the]

~
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case,an evaluator is well educated and middle class while welfare program clients are
economically disadvantaged and poorly educated, the participants in the program may
objectto any ruse of "full" participant observation. Program staff will sometimes object
to the additional burden of including an
evaluator in a program where resources are
limited and an additional participant would
unbalance staff-clientratios. Thus, in evaluation, the extent to which full participation is
possible and desirable will depend on the
precise nature of the program, the political
context, and the nature of the evaluation
questions being asked. Adult training programs, for example, may permit fairly easy
accessfor full participation by evaluators.
Offender treatment programs are much less
likely to be open to participant observation
as an evaluation method. Evaluators must
therefore be flexible, sensitive, and adaptive
in negotiating the precise degree of participation that is appropriate in any particular
observational study, especially where reporting timelines are constrained so entry
into the setting must be accomplished relatively quickly. Social scientists who can take
a long time to becomeintegrated into the setting under study have more options for
fuller participant observation.
As these examples illustrate, full and
complete participation in a setting, what is
sometimes called" going native," is fairly
rare, especially for a program evaluation.
Degreeof participation and nature of observation vary along a wide continuum of
possibilities. The ideal in evaluation is to
design and negotiate that degree of participation that will yield the most meaningful
data about the program given the characteristics of the participants, the nature of
staff-participant interactions, the sociopolitical context of the program, and the information needs of intended evaluation
users. Likewise, in applied and basic re-
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search, the purpose, scope, length, and setting for the study will dictate the range and
types of participant observation that are
possible.
One final caution: The researcher's plans
and intentions regarding the degree of program involvement to be experienced may
not be the way things actually turn out. Lang
and Lang (1960) report that two scientific
participant observers who were studying
audience behavior at a Billy Graham evangelical crusade made their "decision for
Christ" and left their observer posts to walk
down the aisle and join Reverend Graham's
campaign. Such are the occupational hazards (or benefits, depending on your perspective) of real-world fieldwork.

Insider and Outsider Perspectives:
Emic Versus Etic Approaches
People who are insiders to a setting being
studied often have a view of the setting and
any findings about it quite different from that
of the outside researcherswho are conducting
the study. (BartW\ek and Louis 1996)

Ethnosemanticist Kenneth Pike (1954)
coined the terms emicand etic to distinguish
classification systems reported by anthropologists based on (1) the language and categories used by the people in the culture studied, an emic approach, in contrast to (2)
categories created by anthropologists based
on their analysis of important cultural distinctions, an etic approach. Leading anthropologists such as Franz Boas and Edward
Sapir argued that the only meaningful distinctions were those made by people within
a culture, that is, from the emic perspective.
However, as anthropologists turned to more
comparative studies, engaging in cross-cultural analyses, distinctions that cut across
cultures had to be made based on the anthro-
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pologist's analyticalperspective,that is, an
eticperspective.Theetic approachinvolved
"standing far enoughaway from or outside
of a particular culture to see its separate
events,primarily in relationto their similarities and their differences,as compared to
eventsin other cultures" (Pike 1954:10).
For
someyearsa debateragedin anthropology
about the relative merits of emicversusetic
perspectives(pelto and Pelto 1978:55-60;
Headland,Pike,and Harris 1990),but, asoften happens over time, both approaches
cameto be understoodasvaluable,though
eachcontributessomethingdifferent. Nevertheless,tension between these perspectives remains:
Today, despite or pe1i\aps because of the new
recognition of cultural diversity, the tension
between universalistic and Mlativistic values
remains an unresolved conundrum for the
Western ethnographer. In practice, it becomes
this question: By which values are observations to be guided? The choices seem to be either the values of the ethnographer or the
values of the observed-that is, in modern
parlance, either the etic or the emic. . . . Herein
lies a deeper and more fundamental problem:
How is it possible to understand the other
when the other's values are not one's own?
This problem arises to plague ethnography at
a time when Western Otristian values are no
longer a surety of truth and, hence, no longer
the benchmark from which se1f-confidently
valid observations can be made. (Vidich and
Lyman 2(XX):41)

emicperspective. This meansthat the participant observer not only sees what is
happening but feels what it is like to be apart
of the setting or program. Anthropologist
Hortense Powdermaker (1966) has described the basic assumption undergirding
participant observation as follows: "To understand a society, the anthropologist has
traditionally immersed himself in it, learning, as far as possible, to think, see,feel and
sometimes act asa member of its cultw'e and
at the same time as a trained anthropologist
from another culture" (p. 9).
Experiencing the setting or program asan
insider accentuates the participant part of
participant observation. At the same time,
the inquirer remains aware of being an outsider. The challenge is to combine participation and observation so as to become capable of understanding the setting as an
insider while describing it to and for outsiders.
Obtaining something of the undelStanding of
an insider is, for most reseaIChers, only a first
step. They expect, in time, to become capable
of thinking and acting within the perspective
of two quite different groups, the ~
they were reared and-to

in wruch

some degree-the

one they are studying. They will also, at times,
be able to assume a mental position peripheral
to both. a position from which they will be able
to pen:eive and, hopefully, describe those relationships,
inextricably

systems and patterns of which an
involved insider is not likely to be

consciously aware. For what the social scientist realizes is that while the outsider simply

Methodologically,the challengeis to do justice to both perspectivesduring and after
fieldwork and to beclearwith one'sseHand
one'saudiencehow this tensionis managed.
A participant observer shares as intimatelyaspossiblein the life and activitiesof
the setting under study in order to develop
an insider'sview of what is happening, the

does not know the meanings or the patternS,
the insider
oblivious

is 80 immersed

that he may be

to the fact that patterns exist.

What fieldworkers

eventually

...

produce out of

the tension developed by this ability to shift
their point of view depends upon their sophi&tication, ability, and training. Their task, in any
case, is to realize what they have experienced
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and learned and to communicate this in tem\S

that will illumine. (Wax1971:3)

Who Conductsthe Inquiry?
Solo and TeamVersusParticipatory
and Collaborative Approaches
The ultimate in insider ~rspective
comes from involving the insiders as
coresearchersthrough collaborative or participatory researCh.Collaborative forn\S of
fieldwork, participatory action research,
and empowerment approaches to evaluation have become sufficiently important and
widespread to make degreeof collaborationa
dimension of design choice in qualitative inquiry. Participatory action research has a
long and distinguished history (Kemmis
and McTaggart 2<XX>;
Whyte 1989).Collaborative principles of feminist inquiry include
connectedness and equality between researchersand researched,participatory processes that support consciousness-raising
and researcher reflexivity, and knowledge
generation that contributes to women's Iiberation and emancipation (Olesen 2<XX>;
Guerrero 1999a:15-22;Thompson 1992). In
evaluation, Cousins and Earl (1995)have advocated participatory and collaborative approachesto evaluation primarily to increase
use of findings. Empowerment evaluation,
often using qualitative methods (Fetterman
2(XX)a;Fetterman, Kaftarian, and Wandersman 1996), involves the use of evaluation
conceptsand techniques to foster self-determination and help people help themselves
by learning to study and report on their own
issuesand concerns.
What these approaches have in common
is a style of inquiry in which the researcher
or evaluator becomesa facilitator, collaborator, and teacherin support of those engaging
in their own inquiry. While the findings
from such a participatory process may be
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useful, a supplementary agenda is often to
increase participants' senseof being in control of, deliberative about, and reflective on
their own lives and situations. Chapter 4 discussed theseapproachesasexamples of how
qualitative inquiry can be applied in support of organizational or program development and community change.
Degrees of collaboration vary along a
continuum. At one end is the solo fieldworker or a team of professionals; what
characterizes this end of the continuum is
that researchers completely control the inquiry. At the other end are collaborations
with people in the setting being studied,
sometimes called "coresearchers"; they help
design the inquiry, collect data, and are involved in analysis. Along the middle of the
continuum are various degrees of partial
and periodic (as opposed to continuous)
collaboration.

Overt Versus Covert Observations
A traditional concern about the validity
and reliability of observational data has
been the effects of the observer on what is
observed. People may behave quite differently when they know they are being observed versus how they behave naturally
when they don't think they're being observed. Thus, the argument goes,covert 0bservations are more likely to capture what is
really happening than are overt observations where the people in the setting are
aware they are being studied.
Researchers have expressed a range of
opinions concerning the ethics and morality
of conducting covert research,what Mitchell
(1993:23-35)calls "the debate over secrecy."
One end of the continuum is represented by
Edward Shils (1959), who absolutely opposed all forms of covert researchincluding
"any observations of private behavior, however technically feasible, without the explicit
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and fully mformed permission of the person
to be observed." He argued that there
should be full disclosure of the purpose of
any research project and that even participant observation is "morally obnoxious. . .
manipulation" unless the observer makes
explicit his or her research questions at the
very beginning of the observation (Shils
1959,quoted in Webb et al. 1966:vi).
At the other end of the continuum is the
"investigative social research" of Jack
Douglas (1976). Douglas argued that conventional anthropological field methods
have been based on a consensusview of s0ciety that views people as basically cooperative, helpful, and willing to have their points
of view understood and shared with the rest
of the world. In contrast, Douglas adopted a
conflict paradigm of society that led him to
believe that any and all covert methods of research should be considered acceptable options in a search for truth.
The investigative paradigm is based 00 the assumption that profound conflicts of interest,
values, feelings and actions pervade social
life. It is taken for granted that many of the
people one deals with, peri\ap8 all people to
some extent, have good reason to hide from
others what they are doing and even to lie to
them. Instead of busting people and expecting trust in return- one suspectsothers and expects others to suspect him. Conflict is the
reality of life; suspicion is the guiding principIe
It's a war of all and no one gives anyone
anything for nothing, especially truth. . . .
All competent adults are assumed to know
that there are at least four major problems lying in dte way of getting at social reality by
asking people what is going on and that these
problems must be dealt with if one is to avoid
being taken in, duped, deceived, used, put on,
fooled, suckered, made the patsy, left holding
d1e bag, fronted out and so on. These four

problems are (1) misinformation, (2) evasions,
(3) lies, and (4) fronts. (Douglas 1976:55,57)

Just as degree of participation in fieldwork turned out to be a continuum of variations rather than an all-or-none proposition,
so too is the question of how explicit to be
about the purpose of fieldwork. The extent
to which participants in a program under
study are informed that they are being observed and are told the purpose of the research has varied historically from full disclosure to no disclosure, with a great deal of
variation along the middle of this continuum Qunker 1960). Discipline-based ethics
statements (e.g., American Psychological
Association, American Sociological Association) now generally condemn deceitful and
covert research. Likewise, institutional review board (IRB) procedures for the protection of human subjects have severely constrained such methods. They now refuse to
approve protocols in which researchparticipants are deceived about the purpose of a
study, as was commonly done in early psychological resean:h. One of the more infamous examples was Stanley Milgram's New
Haven experiments aimed at studying
whether ordinary people would follow the
orders of someone in authority by having
these ordinary citizens administer what
they were told were behavior modification
electric shocks to help students learn, shocks
that appeared to the unsuspecting citizens to
go as high as 450 volts despite the screams
and protests heard from supposed students
on the other side of a wall. The real purpose
of the study, participants later learned, was
to replicate Nazi prison guard behavior
among ordinary American citizens (Milgram 1974).
IRBs also refuse to approve research in
which people are observed and studied
without their knowledge or consent, as in
the infamous Tuskegee Experiment. For
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40 years, physicians and medical researchers, under the auspices of the U.S. Public
Health Service, studied untreated syphilis
among Black men in and around the county
seat of Tuskegee, Alabama, without the informed consent of the men studied, men
whose syphilis went untreated so that the
progress of the disease could be documented Gones 1993).Other stories of abuse
and neglect by researchers doing covert
studies abound. In the late 19408and early
1950s,schoolboys at the Walter E. Fernald
State School in Massachusetts were routinely served breakfast cereal doused with
radioactive isotopes, without permission of
the boys or their guardians, for the dissertation of a doctoral student in nutritional biochemistry. In the 19608,the U.S. Army secretly sprayed a potentially hazardous
chemical from downtown Minneapolis rooftops onto unsuspecting citizens to find out
how toxic materials might disperse during
biological warfare. Native American children on the Standing Rock Siowc:Reservation in the Dakotas were used to test an unapproved and experimental hepatitis A
vaccine without the knowledge or approval
of their parents. In the 19608and 19708,scientists tested skin treatments and drugs on
prisoners in a Philadelphia county jail without informing them of potential dangers.
Doctoral students frustrated by having
their fieldwork delayed while they await
IRB approval need to remember that they
are paying for the sins of their researchforebearsfor whom deception and covert observations were standard ways of doing their
work. Those most subject to abuse were often the most vulnerable in soclety-children, the poor, people of color, the sick, pe0ple with little education, women and men
incarcerated in prisons and asylums, and
children in orphanages or state correctional
schools.Anthropological researchwas com-
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missioned and used by colonial administrators to maintain control over indigenous
peoples. Protection of human subjects procedures are now an affirmation of our commitment to treat all people with respect.And
that is as it should be. But the necessity for
such procedures comes out of a past littered
with scientific horrors for which those of us
engaging in research today may still owe
penance. At any rate, we need to lean over
backward to be sure that such history is truly
behind us-and that means being ever vigilant in fully informing and protecting the
people who honor us by agreeing to participate in our research,whether they be homeless mothers (Connolly 2(xx» or corporate
executives (Collins 2001).
However, not all researchand evaluation
falls under IRB review, so the issue of what
type and how much disclosure to make remains a matter of debate, especially where
the inquiry seeksto expose the inner workings of cults and extremist groups, or those
whose power affects the public welfare, for
example, corporations, labor union boards,
political parties, and other groups with
wealthand/ or power. For example, Maurice
Punch (1985, 1989, 1997), formerly of the
Nijenrode Business School in the Netherlands, has written about the challenges of
doing ethnographic studies of corruption in
both private and public sector organizations, notably the police.
One classic form of deception in fieldwork involves pretending to share values
and beliefs in order to become part of the
group being studied. Sociologist Richard
Leo carefully disguised his liberal political
and social views, instead feigning conservative beliefs, to build trust with police and
thereby gain admission to interrogation
rooms (Allen 1997:32). Sociologist Leon
Festinger (1956)infiltrated a doomsday cult
by lying about his profession and pretend-
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ing to believein thecult'sprophecies.Sociologist Laud Humphreys(1970)pretendedto
be gay to gatherdata for his dissertationon
homosexualencountersin public parks.AnthropologistCarolyn Ellis (1986)pretended
to bejust visiting friendswhen shestudied a
ChesapeakeBay fishing culture. Her negative portrayals made their way back to the
local people, many of whom were infuriated.Shelater expressedremorseabouther
deceptions(Allen 1997).
In traditional scholarlyfieldwork, the decision about the extent to which observations would be covert was made by researchersbalancing the search for truth
againsttheir senseof professionalethics.In
evaluation research,the information users
for whom the evaluation is done have a
stakein what kind of methodsare used,so
the evaluatoralonecannotdecidethe extent
to which observationsand evaluationpurposes will be fully disclosed.Rather, the
complexitiesof program evaluation mean
that there are severallevels at which decisionsaboutthecovert-overtnatureof evaluation observationsmust be made. Sometimes only the fundersof the program or of
the evaluationknow the full extentand purposeof observations.On occasion,program
staffmaybeinformedthat evaluatorswill be
participatingin the program,but clientswill
not be so informed. In other cases,a researchermay revealthe purposeand nature
of program participation to fellow program
participantsand askfor their cooperationin
keepingthe evaluationsecretfrom program
staff. On still other occasions,a variety of
people intimately associatedwith the programmaybeinformedof theevaluation,but
public officials who are lessclosely associated with the program may be kept "in the
dark" about the fact that observationsare
under way. Sometimesthe situation becomesso complex that the evaluator may
l~ track of who knows and who doesn't

know, and, of course, there are the classicsituations where everyone involved knows
that a study is being done and who the evaluator i&-but the evaluator doesn't know
that everyone else knows.
In undertaking participant observation of
the community leadership program mentioned earlier, my two evaluation colleagues
and I agreed with the staff to downplay our
evaluation roles and describe ourselves as
"educational researchers" interested in
studying the program. We didn't want participants to think that theywere being evaluated and therefore worry about our judgments. Our focus was on evaluating the
program, not participants, but to avoid increasing participant stress we simply attempted to finesse our evaluation role by
calling ourselves educational researchers.
Our careful agreement on and rehearsal
of this point with the staff fell apart during
introductions (at the start of the six-day retreat) when the program director proceeded
to tell participants-for 10minutes-that we
were just participants and they didn't have
to worry about our evaluating them. The
longer he went on reassuring the group that
they didn't have to worry about us, the more
worried they got. Sensing that they were
worried, he increased the intensity of his reassurances.While we continued to refer to
ourselves as educational researchers, the
participants thereafter referred to us as evaluators. It took a day and a half to recover our
full participating roles as the participants
got to know us on a personal level as individuals.
Trying to protect the participants (and the
evaluation) had backfired and made our entry into the group even more difficult than it
otherwise would have been. However, this
experience sensitized us to what we subsequently observed to be a pattern in many
program situations and activities throughout the week, and becamea major finding of
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the evaluation: staff overprotection of and
condescending attitudes toward participants.
Basedon this and other evaluation experiences,I recommend full and complete disclosure. People are seldom really deceived
or reassured by false or partial explanations-at least not for long. Trying to run a
ruse or scam is simply too risky and adds to
evaluator stress while holding the possibility of undennining the evaluation if (and
usually when) the ruse becomes known.
Program participants, over time, will tend to
judge evaluators first and foremost as pe0ple not as evaluators.
The nature of the questions being studied
in any particular evaluation will have a primary effect on the decision about who will
be told that an evaluation is under way. In
formative evaluations where staff members
and/ or program participants are anxious to
have information that will help them improve their program, the quality of the data
gathered may be enhanced by overtly soliciting the cooperation of everyone associated
with the program. Indeed, the ultimate acceptanceand usefulness of formative information may depend on such prior disclosure and agreement that a formative
evaluation is appropriate. On the one hand,
where program Eundershave reason to believe that a program is corrupt, abusive, incompetently administel-ed, and/or highly
negative in impact on clients, it may be decided that an external, covert evaluation is
necessaryto find out what is really happening in the program. Under such conditions,
my preference for full disclosure may be neither prudent nor practical. On the other
hand, Whyte (1984) has argued that "in a
community setting, maintaining a covert
role is generally out of the question" (p. 31).
Finally, there is the related issue of confidentiality. Those who advocate covert researchusually do so with the condition that
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reports conceal names, locations, and other
identifying information so that the people
who have been observed will be protected
from harm or punitive action. Becausethe
basic researcher is interested in truth rather
than action, it is easier to protect the identity
of informants or study settings when doing
scholarly research. In evaluation research,
however, while the identity of who said
what may be possible to keep secret,it is seldom possible to concealthe identity of a program, and doing so may undermine the utility of the findings.
Evaluators and decision makers will have
to resolve these issues in each casein accordance with their own consciences,evaluation purposes, political realities, and ethical
sensitivities.

Variations in Duration
of Observations
Another
important
dimension
along
which observational studies vary is the
length of time devoted to data gathering. In
the anthropological
tradition of field researeh, a participant observer would expect
to spend six months at a minimum, and often years, living in the culture being 0bserved. The fieldwork of Napoleon Chagnon (1992) among the Yanomami Indians in
the rain forest at the borders of Venezuela
and Brazil spanned a quarter century. To develop a holistic view of an entire culture or
subculture takes a great deal of time, especially when, as in the case of Chagnon, he
was documenting Changes in tribal1ife and
threats to the continued existence of these
once-isolated people. The effects of his
long-term involvement on the people he
studied became controversial (Geertz 2001;
Tierney 2(XX)a,2(XX)b),a matter we shall take
up later. The point here is, that fieldwork in
basic and applied social science aims to unveil the interwoven complexities and funda-
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mental patterns of social life-actual, perceived, constructed, and analyzed. Such
studies take a long time.
Educational researcher Alan Peshkin
offers a stellar example of a committed
fieldworker who lived for periods of time in
varied settings in order to study the intersections between schools and communities. He
did fieldwork in a Native American community; in a high school in a stable, multiethnic
midsized city in California; in rural, eastcentral Dlinois; in a fundamentalist Christian school; and in a private, residential
school for elites (peshkin 1986,1997,2000b).
To collect data, he and his wife Maryann
lived for at least a year in and with the community that he was studying. They shopped
locally, attended religious services, and developed close relationships with civic leaders as well as teachers and students.
In contrast, evaluation and action research typically involve much shorter durations in keeping with their more modest
aims: generating useful information for action. To be useful, evaluation findings must
be timely. Decision makers cannot wait for
years while fieldworkers sift through mountains of field notes. Many evaluatiom are
conducted under enormous pressures of
time and limited resources.Thus, the duration of observations will depend to a considerable extent on the time and resources
available in relation to the information
needs and decision deadlines of primary
evaluation users. Later in this chapter we'll
include reflections from an evaluator about
what it was like being a part-time,
in-and-out observer of a program for eight
months, but only present 6 hours a week out
of the program's 4O-hour week.
On the other hand, sustained and ongoing evaluation researchmay provide annual
findings while, over years of study, accumu-

lating an archive of data that servesas a
sourceof more basic researchinto human

and organizational development. Such has
been the casewith the extraordinary work of
Patricia Carini (1975,1979) at the Prospect
School in North Bennington, Vermont.
Working with the staff of the school to collect
detailed case records on students of the
school, she established an arcl\ive with as
much as 12 years of detailed documentation
about the learning histories of individual
students and the nature of the school programs they experienced. Her data included
copies of the students' work (completed assignments, drawings, papers, projects),
classroom observations, teacher and parent
observations, and photographs. Anyorganization with an internal evaluation information system can look beyond quarterly and
annual reporting to building a knowledge
arcl\ive of data to document development
and change over years instead of just
months. Participant observations by those
who manage such systems can and should
be an integral part of this kind of knowledge-building organizational data system
that spans years, even decades.
On the other end of the time continuum
are short-term studies that involve observations of a single segment of a program,
sometimes for only an hour or two. Evaluations that include brief site visits to a number
of program locations may serve the p~
of simply establishing the existence of certain levels of program operations at different
sites. O\apter 1 presented just such an observation of a single two-hour session of an
early childhood parent education program
in which mothers discussed their child-rearing practices and fears. The site visit observations of some 20 such program sessions
throughout Minnesota were part of an implementation evaluation that reported to the
state legislature how theseinnovative (at the
time) programs were operating in practice.
Each site visit lasted no more than a day, often only a half day.

Field~
Sometimes an entire segment of a program may be of sufficiently short duration
that the evaluator can participate in the complete program. The leadership retreat we observed lasted 6 days, plus three I-day follow-up sessionsduring the subsequentyear.
The critical point is that the length of time
during which observations take place depends on the purpose of the study and the
questions being asked, not some ideal about
what a typical participant observation must
necessarily involve. Field studies may be
massiveefforts with a team of people participating in multiple settings in order to do
comparisons over several years. At times,
then. and for certain studies, long-term
fieldwork is essential.At other times and for
other purposes, as in the caseof short-term
formative evaluations, it can be helpful for
program staff to have an evaluator provide
feedbackbased on just one hour of onlooker
observation at a staff meeting, as I have also
done.
My responseto students who ask me how
long they have to observe a program to do a
good evaluation follows the line of thought
developed by Abraham Lincoln during one
of the Douglas-Lincoln debates. In an obvious referenceto the difference in stature between Douglas and Lincoln. a heckler asked,
"Tell us, Mr. Lincoln, how long do you think
a man's legs ought to be?"
Lincoln replied, "Long enough to reach
the ground."
Fieldwork should last long enough to get
the job done-to answer the research questions being asked and fulfill the purpose of
the study.

Variations in
Observational Focus
The preceding sectionshave discussed
how observationsvary in the extent to
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which the observerparticipatesin the setting being studied, the tension between
insider versusoutsiderperspectives,the extent to which the purpose of the study is
madeexplicit, and theduration of the observations. A major factor affecting eadt of
theseother dimensionsis the scopeor focus
of the study or evaluation.Thescopecanbe
broad,encompassingvirtually all aspectsof
the setting, or it canbe narrow, involving a
look at only somesmall part of what is happening.
Parameswaran(2001)wanted to interview young womenin India who readWestern romance novels. Thus, her fieldwork
had a very narrow focus. But to contextualize what shelearnedfrom interviews,she
sought "active involvement in my informants'livesbeyondtheir romancereading."
How did shedo this?
I ate snacksand lunch at cafeswith groupsof
women,went to the movies,dined with them
at their homes, and accompaniedthem on
shoppingtrips. I joined women'sroutine c0nversations during break times and interviewed informants at a range of everyday
sites,suchascollegegrounds,homes,and ~
taurants.I visited used-bookvendors,bookstores, and lending libraries with several
readersand observedsocial interactionsbetween library ownersand young women.To
gain insight into the multidimensional relationship betweenwomen's romancereading
and their experla\ceswith everyday social
discourse about romance readers, I interviewed young women's parents, siblings,
teachers,bookstoremanagers,and ownersof
the lending librariesthey frequented.(p. 75)
The tradition of ethnographic fieldwork
has emphasized the importance of understanding whole cultural systems. The various subsystems of a society are seenas interdependent parts so that the economic
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system, the cultural system, the political system, the kinship system, and other specialized subsystems could only be understood
in relation to each other. In rea1i~ fieldwork
and observations have tended to focus on a
particular part of the society or culture because of specific investigator interests and
the need to allocate the most time to those
things that the researcher considered most
important. Thus, a particular study might
present an overview of a particular culture
but then go on to report in greatest detail
about the religious system of that culture.
In evaluating programs, a broad range of
possible foci makes choosing a specific focus
challenging. One way of thinking about focus options involves distinguishing various

program and how many are studied will
clearly affect such issues as the extent to
which the observer is a participant, who will
know about the evaluation's purpose, and
the duration of observations.
Otapter 5 discussedhow decisions about
the focus and scope of a study involve
trade-offs between breadth and depth. The
very first trade-off comes in framing the research questions to be studied. The problem
is to determine the extent to which it is desirable and useful to study one or a few questions in great depth or to study more questions but each in less depth. Moreover, in
emergent designs, the focus can change over
time.

program processes sequentially: (1) p~
cessesby which participants enter a program (the outreach, recruitment, and intake
components); (2) processesof orientation to
and socialization into the program (the initiation period); (3) the basic activities that

Dimensions Along Which
Fieldwork Varies: An Overview

.comprise program implementation over the
course of the program (the service delivery
system); and (4) the activities that go on
around program termination, including follow-up activities and client impacts over
time. It would be possible to observe only
one of these program components, some
combination of components, or all of the
components together. Which parts of the

We've examined five dimensions that can
be used to describe some of the primary
variations in fieldwork. Those dimensions,
discussed in the previous sections, are
graphically summarized in Exhibit 6.1.
Thesedimensions can be Usedto help design
observational studies and make decisions
about the parameters of fieldwork. They can
also be used to organize the methods section
of a report or dissertation in order to document how research or evaluation fieldwork
actually unfolded.

J

keep six honestserving men.
They taught me all I knew:
Their namesare What and Why and When
And How and Whereand Who!
-Rudyard Kipling
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A recent example is the famous Hubble Space
Telescope Deep Field in which the telescope
obtained a single exposure of many days duration of one small field in an unremarkable
part of the sky. The objective was to seefainter
and farther than ever before, and thus to find
out what the universe was like early in its history. No hypothesis was required-just the
unique opportunity to look where no one had
ever looked before and seewhat nature herself
had to tell us.
In many other sciences the culture demands that funding pn>pO6alsand published
papers be written in terms of formulating and
testing a hypothesis. But I wonder if this is really the way the scientific pl'Oa!SSworks, or is
this just an artificial structure imposed for the
sake of tradition. (Morrison 1999:8)

Part of the value of open-ended naturalistic observations is the opportunity to see
what there is to see without the blinders of
hypotheses and other preconceptions. Pure
observation. As Morrison put it so elegantly,
just the unique opportunity to look where
no one has ever looked before and seewhat
the world has to show us.
That's the ideal. However, it's not possible to observe everything. The human 0bserver is not a movie camera, and even a
movie camera has to be pointed in the right
direction to capture what is happening. For
both the hwnan observer and the camera
there must be focus. In fieldwork, this focus
is provided by the study design and the nature of the questions being asked. Once in
the field, however, the observer must somehow organize the complex stimuli experienced so that observing that becomesand remains manageable.
Experienced observers often use "sensitizing concepts" to orient fieldwork. Qualitative sociologist and symbolic interactionist Herbert Blwner (1954) is credited with
originating the idea of the sensitizing con-

cept as a guide to fieldwork with Specialat.
tention to the words and meanings that are
prevalent among the people being studied.
More generally, however, "a sensitizing con.
cept is a starting point in thinking about the
class of data of which the social researcher
has no definite idea and provides an initial
guide to her research" (van den Hoonaard
1997:2).Sensitizing conceptsin the social sciences include loosely operationalized n0tions such as victim, stress, stigma, and
learning organization that can provide some
initial direction to a study as a fieldworker
inquires into how the concept is given meaning in a particular place or set of circumstancesbeing studied (Schwandt 2001).
Rudyard Kipling's poem about his "six
honest serving men," quoted above, constitutes a fundamental and insightful sensitizing framework identifying the central elements of good description. In social science,
"group process" is a general sensitizing con- ;

cept as is the focus on outcomesin evalua- .
tion. Kinship, leadership, socialization,
power, and similar notions are sensitizing in
that they alert us to ways of organizing 0bservations and making decisions about
what to record. Qualitative methodologist ;
Norman Denzin (1978a)has captured the essence of how sensitizing concepts guide
fieldwork:
The observer moves from sensitizing concepts
to the immediate world of social experience
and permits that world to shape and modify
his conceptual framework. In this way he
moves continually between the realm of more
general social theory and the worlds of native
people. Such an approach recognizes d1ats0cial phenomena, while displaying regularities, vary by time, space, and drt:umstance.
The observer, then, looks for repeatable regularities. He uses ritual patterns of dress and
body-spacing as indicators of self-image. He
takes special languages, codes,and dialects as
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indicators of group boundaries. He studies his
subject's prized social objects as indicators of
prestige/ dignity, and esteem hierarchies. He
studies moments of interrogation and derogation as indicators of socialization strategies.
He attempts to enter his subject's closed world
of interaction so as to examine the character of
private versus public actsand attitudes. (p. 9)

The notion of "sensitizmg concepts" reminds us that observers do not enter the
field with a completely blank slate. While
the inductive nature of qualitative inquiry
emphasizesthe importance of being open to
whatever one can learn, some way of organizing the complexity of experience is virtually a prerequisite for perception itself. Exhibit 6.2 presents examples of common
sensitizing concepts for program evaluation
and organizational studies. These common
program concepts and organizational dimensions constitute ways of breaking the
complexities of planned human interventions into distinguishable, manageable, and
observable elements. The examples in Exhibit 6.2 are by no means exhaustive of evaluation and organizational sensitizmg concepts, but they illustrate oft-used ways of
organizing an agenda for inquiry. Theseconcepts serve to guide initial observations as
the evaluator or organizational analyst
watches for incidents, interactions, and conversations that illuminate these sensitizmg
concepts in a particular program setting or
organization. Highly experienced evaluators and organizational consultants have internalized some kind of sensitizing framework like this to the point where they would
not need to list these concepts in a formal
written design. Less experienced researchers and dissertation students will usually
benefit from preparing a formal list of major
sensitizing concepts in the formal design
and then using those concepts to help organize and guide fieldwork, at least initially.

e
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A note of caution about sensitizing concepts: When they become part of popular
culture, they can lose much of their original
meaning. Philip Tuwaletstiwa, a Hopi geographer, relates the story of a tourist cruising
through Native American areas of the
Southwest. He overheard the tourist, "all
agog at half-heard tales about Hopi land,"
ask his wife, "Where are the powerplaces?"
"Tell her that's where we plug-in TV," he
said (quoted in Milius 1998:92).
Overused sensitizing concepts can become desensitizing.

§

Sources of Data

Poet David Wagoner(1999)tells thoseobserving the modern world and afraid of being lost to follow the adviceNative American eldersgavethe young when they were
afraid of being lost in the forest:

Lag
Standstill. The treesaheadand bushes
besideyou
Are not lost. Whereyou areis called
Here,
And you must trust it asa powerful
stranger,
Must ask permissionto know it and
be known.
The forestbreathes.Usten.It answers,
I havemadethis placearoundyou.
If you leaveit, you may comeback
again,sayingHere.
No two treesarethe sameto Raven.
No two branchesarethe sameto Wren.
If what a treeor a bush doesis lost on
you,
You aresurely lost. Standstill. The
forestknows
Whereyou are.Youmust let it find
yoU.3
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visualizethat setting.In writing a program
description,the observer,unlike the novelist, should avoid interpretive adjectivesexceptas they appearin quotesfrom participants about their reactions to and
perceptionsof that environment.Such adjectivesas comfortable,
beautiful,drab,and
stimulatinginterpret rather than describe
-and interpretvaguelyat that.More purely
descriptiveadjectivesinclude
colors ("a room painted blue with a
blackboard at one end"),
space ("a 4O-foot-by-2D-foot classroom
with windows on one side"), and
purpose ("a library, the walls lined with
books and tables in the center").
Beginners can practice learning to write
descriptively by sharing a description of a
setting observed with a couple of people and
asking them if they can visualize the setting
described. Another helpful exercise involves two people observing the same environment and exchanging their descriptions,
watching in particular for the use of interpretive adjectives instead of descriptive
ones. Vivid description provides sufficient
information that the reader does not have to
speculate at what is meant. For example,
simply reporting "a crowded room" requires interpretation. Contrast with this:
The meeting room had a three-person couch
acrossone side, six chairs along the adjoining
walls next to the couch, and three chairs along
the wall facing the couch, which included the
door. With 20 people in the room, all standing,
there was very little space between people.
Several participants were overheard to say,
"This room is rea1ly crowded."

Such descriptive writing requires attention to detail and discipline to avoid vague,
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interpretive phrases. But such writing can
also be dull. Metaphors and analogies can
enliven and enrich descriptions, helping
readers connect through shared understandings and giving them a better feel for
the environment being described. I once
evaluated a wilderness education program
that included time at the Grand Canyon. Exhibit 6.3 presents my feeble attempt to capture in words our first view of the Grand
Canyon. Notice the metaphors that run
through the description. Of course, this is
one of those instances where a picture
would be worth a mountain of words, which
is why qualitative fieldwork increasingly includes photography and videography. This
excerpt aims at offering a senseof thephysical
environment more than it offers a literal description becauseunless one has been there
or seenpictures, the landscape is outside ordinary experience.
The physical environment of a setting can
be important to what happens in that environment. The way the walls look in rooms,
the amount of space available, how the
spaceis used, the nature of the lighting, how
people are organized in the space, and the
interpretive reactions of program participants to the physical setting can be important information about both program implementation and the effects of the program on
participants.
A common mistake among observers is to
take the physical environment for granted.
Thus, an evaluator may report that the program took place in" a school." The evaluator
may have a mental image of "school" that
matches what was observed, but schools
vary considerably in size, appearance, and
neighborhood setting. Even more so, the interiors of schools vary considerably. The
samecan be said for criminal justice settings,
health settings, community mental health
programs, and any other human service activity.
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Exampleof Combining Description and Metaphor to
Provide a Senseof Place
~ontextfor

a Wilderness ProGram: First View From BriGht AnGel Point at the Grand Canvon

We followed an asphalt path from the
lodge a quarter mile to Bright Angel Point. perhapsthe most popular tourist site at the Grand
Canyon becauseof its relatively easy accessibility. With cameras aimed in all directions at
the spectacular panorama, in a sea of domestic accents and foreign tongues, we waited our
turn at the edge to behold the magnificent
rock temples of Ottoman Amphitheater: Deva,
Brahma, Zoroaster and, in the distance, Thor.
Each rises a half mile above the undulating
grayness of the stark Tonto Platform defining
the eight-mile descent of Bright Angtl Canyon, a narrow slit hiding the inner gorge that
looks like it had been drawn in black ink to
outline the baseof the temples. Eachbegins as

tion supporting a seriesof sloping sedimentary
rock terraces, the Supai. These sweeping terraces, spotted green with sparse desert vegetation, point upward like arrow feathers to a
white sandstone pedestal, the Coconino. A
dark red pinnacle of Hermit shale uniquely
crowns each temple. Eons of erosion have
sculpted dramatic variations in every aspect
save one: their common geologic history. I
studied each separately, wanting to fix in my
mind the differences between them, but the
shared symmetry of strata melded them into a
single, massiveformation, a half mile high and
many miles around. Behind me I heard a participant say softly to no one in par:ticular, almost under her breath, -It's too awesome. I

sheer Redwall that forms a massive founda-

feel overwhelmed.-

SOURCE:
Adapt~dfrom Patton(1999a).

During site visits to early childhood education programs, we found a close association between the attractiveness of the facility
(child-made decorations and colorful posters on the walls, well-organized learning
materials, orderly teacher area) and other
program attributes (parent involvement,
staff morale, clarity of the program's goals
and theory of action). An attractive, well-ordeled environment corresponded to an engaging, well-ordered program. In observing
as well as conducting workshops, I have
noted how the arrangement of chairs affects
participation. It is typically much easier to
generate discussion when chairs are in a circle rather than in lecture style. The dim lighting of many hotel conferencerooms seemsto

literally drain energyfrom peoplesitting in
thoseroomsfor long peripdsof time. Physi-

cal environments clearly affect people and
programs.
Variations in the settings for a wilderness
training program for which I served as participant observer provide an interesting example of how physical environments affecta
program. The explicit purpose of holding
the "field conferences" in the wilderness
was to remove people from their everyday
settings in largely urban environments surrounded by human-made buildings and the
paraphernalia of modem industrial society.
Yet, wilderness environments are no more
uniform than the environments of human
service programs. During the yearlong p~
gram, participants were exposed to four different wilderness environments: the aUtumn forest in the Gila wilderness of New
Mexico; the rough terrain of Arizona's Kofa
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Mountains in winter; the muddy, flooding
SanJuan River in the canyon lands of Utah
during the spring; and among the magnificent rock formations of the Grand Canyon in
summer, a desert environment. One focus of
the evaluation, then, was to observe how
participants responded to the opportunities
and constraints presented by these different
environments: forest, mountains, canyonlined river, and Grand Canyon desert.
In addition, weather and seasonal differences accentuated variations among these
environments. Program activities were
clearly affected by the extent to which there
was rain, cold, wind, and shelter. In the program's theory, weather uncertainties were
expectedto be a natural part of the program,
offering natural challenges for the group to
deal with. But the program theory also
called for participants to engagedeeply with
each other during evening group discussions. During one lO-day winter field conference that was unusually cold and wet,
participants were miserable, and it became
increasingly difficult to carry on group discussions, thus reducing considerably the
amount of group processtime available and
rushing the interactions tnat did occur because of participants' discomfort. Program
staff learned that they needed to anticipate
more clearly the possible variations in physical environments, plan for those variations,
and include the participants in that planning
soasto increasetheir commitment to continuing the process under difficult physical
conditions.

The Human,
Social Environment
Just asphysical environments vary, so too
do social environments. The ways in which
human beings interact create social-ecological constellations that affect how partici-
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pantsbehavetoward eachother in thoseenvironments.Rudolf Moos (1975)described
the social-ecologicalview of programs as
follows:
The social climate perspectiveassumesthat
environments have unique "personalities,"
just like people.Personalitytestsassesspersonality traits or needsand provide information about the characteristicways in which
people behave.Social environmentscan be
similarly portrayedwith a greatdeal of accuracy and detail. Somepeople are more supportive than others. Ukewise, some social
environmentsare more supportive than others.Somepeoplefeela strongneedto control
others. Similarly, some social environments
are extremelyrigid, autocratic,and controlling. Order, clarity, and structure are important to many people.Correspondingly,many
social environmentsstrongly emphasizeorder,clarity,and control (p. 4)

In describingthe socialenvironment,the
observerlooksfor the ways in which people
organizethemselvesinto groups and subgroups. Patternsand frequencyof interactions, the direction of communicationpatterns (from staff to participants and
participants to staff); and changesin these
patternstell us things about the socialenvironment.How peoplegroup togethercanbe
illuminative andimportant.All-male versus
all-female groupings, male-femaleinteractions, and interactionsamong people with
different backgroundcharacteristics,racial
identities,and/or agesalert the observerto
patterns in the social ecology of the program.
Decision-makingpatternscanbea particularly important part of a program's social
environment. Who makes decisionsabout
the activitiesthat takeplace?Towhat extent
are decisionsmade openly, so that participantsareawareof the decision-makingpro-
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cess?How are decisionsby staff communicated to participants? Answers to these
questionsare an important part of the description of a program's decision environment.
An observer'sdescriptionsof a socialenvironment will not necessarilybe the same
as the perceptionsof that environment expressedby participants.Nor is it likely that
all participants will perceive the setting's
humanclimatein the sameway.At all times
it is critical that the observerrecordparticipants' commentsin quotation marks, indicatingthesource-who saidwhat?-so asto
keep perceptions of participants separate
from the observer'sor evaluator's own descriptionsand interpretations.
Historical Perspectives
Historical information can shed important light on the social environment. The history of a program, community, or organization is an important part of the context for
research. Distinguished qualitative sociologist Wtlliam Foote Whyte, sometimes called
the father of sociological field research, has
reflected on how he came to value historical
research as a critical part of his fieldwork.
When we began our Peruvian research program, I viewed history as having little value
for understanding the current scene.I thought
I was only being sympathetic to the interests of
our Peruvian researchers in suggesting that
they gather historical data on each village for
the last 50 years.
Fortunately, the Peruvians refused to accept the 5O-year limit and in some cases
probed up to 500 years in the history of villages or areas. Much of these data on rural
communities would be of interest only to historians. However, understanding the paradox
of the Mantaro Valley required us to go back to
the conquest of Peru, and, in the Chancay Val-

ley, we traced the beginnjngs of the differentiation of Huayopampa from Pacaros back
more than a century. (Whyte 1984:153)

Documenting and understanding the
context of a program will require delving
into its history. How was the program created and initially funded? Who were the
original people targeted for program services, and how have target populations
changedover time? To what extent and in
what ways have goals and intended outcomeschangedover time?What havestaffing patternsbeen over time? How has the
program's governance (board) been involved at various stagesin the program's
history? What criseshas the program endured?If theprogramis embeddedwithin a
larger organizational context, what is the
history of that organizationin relationto the
program?How has the larger political and
economicenvironmentchangedover time,
and how have those changesaffectedprogram development?What are the stories
people tell about the program's history?
Thesekinds of questionsframeinquiry into
the program'shistory to illuminate context.
In the 1990s,I evaluated a "free high
school" that had been createdduring the
struggles and turmoil of the 19605.Little
about the program's current programming
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could be understood outside the context of
its historical emergence.The school's image
of itself, its curriculum, and its policies had
been handoo down and adapted from that
intense period of early development. Doing
fieldwork in the 1990scould only be done by
traversing the memories and legends of the
school's historical emergence in the 19608.

Planned Program
Implementation Activities
and Formal Interactions
Most evaluations focus at least some observations on planned program activities.
What goes on in the program? What do participants and staff do? What is it like to be a
participant? Theseare the kinds of questions
evaluators bring to the program setting to
document program implementation.
Build observations around activities that
have a kind of unity about them: a beginning, some middle point, and a closure
point-such things asa classsession,a counseling session, meal time in the residential
facility, a meeting of some kind, a home visit
in an outreach program, a consultation, or a
registration procedure. Attending to sequence illustrates how the inquiry progressesover the course of an observation.
Initially, the observer will focus on how the
activity is introduced or begun. Who is present at the beginning? What exactly was said?
How did participants respond or react to
what was said?
These kinds of basic descriptive questions guide the evaluator throughout the full
sequenceof observation. Who is involved?
Whatis being done and said by staff and participants? How do they go about what they
do? Where do activities occur? When do
things happen? What are the variations in
how participants engage in planned activities? How does it feel to be engaged in this
activity? (The observer records his or her
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own feelings as part of the observation.)
How do behaviors and feelings change over
the course of the activity?
Finally, the observer looks for closure
points. What are the signals that a particular
activity is being ended? Who is present at
that time? What is said? How do participants react to the ending of the activity?
How is the completion of this unit of activity
related to other program activities and future P 1ans ?

Each unit of activity is observed and
treated as a self-contained event for the purpose of managing field notes. The observation of a single sessionof the early childhood
parent education program presented in
Chapter 1 is an example. Each observed
event or activity can be thought of as a
mini-case write-up of a discrete incident, activity, interaction, or event During analysis,
one looks across these discrete units-ofactivity casesfor patterns and themes, but
during the initial stagesof fieldwork the observer will be kept busy just trying to capture self-contained units of activity without
worrying yet about looking for patterns
across activities.
Observing and documenting formal program activities will constitute a central element in evaluating planned program implementation, but to fully understand a
program and its effects on participants, observations should not be restricted to formal,
planned activities. The next section discussesobservation of the things that go on
between and around formal, planned program activities.

Informal Interactions
and Unplanned Activities
If observers put away their seeing and observing selves as soon as a planned, formal
activity ends, they will miss a great deal of
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data.Someprogramsbuild in "free" or unstructuredtime betweenactivities,with the
clearrecognitionthat suchperiods provide
opportunities for participants to assimilate
what has occurredduring formal programmatic activitiesaswell asto provide participants with necessary breathing space.
Rarely,if ever,can a program or institution
plan every momentof participants' time.
During periods of informal interaction
and unplanned activity, it can be particularly difficult to organizeobservationsbecausepeoplearelikely to be milling around,
coming and going, moving in and out of
smallgroups,with somesitting alone,some
writing, some seeking refreshments,and
otherwiseengagingin a full range of what
may appearto be random behaviors.How,
then,canthe evaluatorobservercollectdata
during sucha time?
This scenarioillustrates beautifully the
importanceof staying open to the data and
doing opportunity sampling.One can't anticipateall thethingsthat might emergeduring unplanned program time, so the observer watches, listens, and looks for
opportunities to deepen observations,recordingwhat peopledo, the natureof informal interactions(e.g.,what subgroupsarein
evidence),and, in particular, what people
are saying to eachother. This last point is
particularly important. During periods of
unplanned activity, participants have the
greatestopportunity to exchangeviews and
to talk with eachother about what they are
experiencingin the program.In somecases,
theevaluatorwill simply listenin on conversationsor theremaybeopportunitiesto conduct informal interviews,either with a single participant in natural conversationor
with some small group of people, asking
normal, conversationalquestions:
Sowhat did you think of what went on this
morning?

Wasit clear to you what they were trying to
get at?
What did you think of the sessiontoday?

How do you think what went on today fits
into this whole thing that we're involved in?

SuchquestioningShouldbe donein an easy,
conversationalmannerso asnot to beintrusive or sopredictablethat every time someoneseesyou comingthey know what questions you're going to ask. "Get ready,here
comesthe evaluator with another endless
set of questions."Also, when doing informal, conversationalinterviewing, be sure
that you are acting in accordancewith ethical guidelines regarding informed consent
and confidentiality.(Seethe earlier discussion in this chapter about overt versuscovert fieldwork.)
How something is said should be recordedalong with what is said.At a morning break in the secondday of a two-day
workshop, I joined the other men in the
restroom.As the men lined up to usethe facilities, the first man to urinate said loudly,
"Here's what I think of this program." As
eachman finishedhe turned to the man behind him and said,"Your turn to pisson the
program." Thisspontaneousgroup reaction
spokevolumesmorethan answersto formal
interview questions and provided much
greater depth of expressionthan checking
"very dissatisfied" on an evaluation questionnaire.
Everything that goeson in or aroundthe
program is data. The fact that none of the
participants talk about a sessionwhen it is
over is data. The fact that people immediately split in different directionswhen a session is over is data.Thefact that peopletalk
about personal interests and share gossip
that has nothing to do with the program is
data. In many programs, the most significant participant learningsoccur during
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unstructured time as a result of interactions
'Withother participants. To capture a holistic
view of the program, the evaluator observer
must stay alert to what happens during
theseinformal periods. While others are on
break, the observer is still working. No
breaks for the dedicated field-worker! Well,
not really. You've got to pace yourself and
take care of yourself or your observations
will deteriorate into mush. But you get the
idea. You may be better off taking a break
during part of a formal session time so you
can work (collect data) while others are on
break.
As happens in many programs, the participants in the wilderness education program I was observing/evaluating began
asking for more free, unstructured time.
When we weren't hiking or doing camp
chores,a lot of time was spent in formal discussions and group activities. Participants
wanted more free time to journal. Somesimply wanted more time to reflect. Most of all,
they wanted more time for informal interactions with other participants. I respected the
privacy of one-to-one interactions when I
observed them and would never attempt to
eavesdrop.I would, however, watch for such
interactions and, judging body language
and facial expressions, I would speculate
when serious interpersonal exchangeswere
taking place. I would then look for natural
opportunities to engageeachof those participants in conversational interviews, telling
them I had noticed the intensity of their interaction and inquiring whether they were
willing to share what had happened and
what significance they attached to the interaction. Most appreciated my role in documenting the program's unfolding and its effects on participants and were open to
sharing. It was on the basis of those informal
interviews and observations that I provided
formative feedback to staff about the importance of free time and helped alleviate the
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feeling among some staff members that they
had a responsibility to plan and account for
every moment during the program.
Participant observation necessarily combines observing and informal interviewing.
Observers need to be disciplined about not
assuming they know the meaning to participants of what they observe without checking with those participants. During one period of unstructured time in the wilderness
program, following a fairly intensive group
activity in which a great deal of interpersonal sharing had taken place, I decided to
pay particular attention to one of the older
men in the group who had resisted involvement. Throughout the week he had taken
every available opportunity to make it
known that he was unimpressed with the
program and its potential for impact on him.
When the session ended, he immediately
walked over to his backpack, pulled out his
writing materials, and went off to a quiet
spot where he could write. He continued
writing, completely absorbed, until dinnertime an hour later. No one interrupted him.
With his legs folded, his notebook in his lap,
and his head and shoulders bent over the
notebook, he gave off clear signals that he
was involved, concentrating and working
on something to which he was giving a
great deal of effort.
I suspected as I watched that he was venting his rage and dissatisfaction with the program. I tried to figure out how I might read
what he had written. I was so intrigued that I
momentarily even considered covert means
of getting my hands on his notebook, but
quickly dismissed such unethical invasion
of his privacy. Instead, I looked for a natural
opportunity to initiate a conversation about
his writing. During the evening meal
around the campfire, I moved over next to
him, made some small talk about the
weather, and then began the following conversation:
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"You know, in documenting experiences
people are havin~ I'm trying to track some
of the different things folks are doing. The
staff have encouraged people to keep journals and do writing, and I noticed that you
were writing fairly intensely before dinner.
H you're willing to share,it would be helpful
for me to know how you seethe writing fitting into your whole experience with the
program."
He hesitated, moved his food about in his
bowl a little bit and then said, "I'm not sure
about the program or how it fits in or any of
that but I will tell you what I was writing. I
was writing. . . ," and he hesitated because
his voice cracked, "a letter to my teenageson
trying to tell him how I feel about him and
make contact with him about some things. I
don't know if I'll give the letter to him. The

letter may have beenmore for me than for
him. But the most important thing that's
beenhappeningfor me during this week is
the time to think about my family and how
important it is to me and I haven'tbeenhaving a very goodrelationshipwith my son.In
fact,it's beenpretty shitty andsoI wrotehim
a letter.That'sall."
This short conversationrevealeda very
different side of this man and an important
impact of the program on his personaland
family life. We had severalmore conversations alongtheselines,and he agreedto bea
caseexampleof the family impacts of the
program.Until that time, impactson family
had not evenbeenamongtheexpectedor intended outcomesof the program.It turned
out to beamajorareaof impactfor a number
of participants.

The Native Language of the Program

~

of imagination
compact.
'-he - Are
lunatic,
the lover,all
and
the poet
One seesmore devils than vast hell canhold;
That is, the madman.The lover, all asfrantic,
SeesHelen'sbeautyin a brow of Egypt.
The poet's eye,in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glancefrom heavento earth,from earth to heaven;
And asimagination bodiesforth the fom'lSof things unknown,
The poet'spen turns them to shapes
And givesto airy nothing
A local habitation and a name.
-WIlliam Shakespeare,
A Midsummer Night's Dream,Act V, scene1

As notedin O1apter2, theWhorf hypothesis(Schultz1991)alertsus to the power of
languageto shapeour perceptionsand experiences. As an insurance investigator,
BenjaminWhorf was assignedto look into
explosionsin warehouses.He discovered

that truck drivers were entering empty"
/I

warehouses smoking cigarettes and cigars.
The warehouses often contained invisible,
but highly flammable gases.He interviewed
truckers and found that they associatedthe
word emptywith harmlessand acted accord-
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ingly. Whorf's job, in Shakespeare'sterms,
was to turn the truckers' perception of "airy
nothing" into the shape of possible danger.
An anthropological axiom insists that one
cannot understand another culture without
understanding
the language
of theour
people
in
that
culture.Language
organizes
world
for us by shaping what we see,perceive, and
pay attention to. The things for which people have special words tell others what is important to that culture. Thus, as students
learn in introductory anthropology, Eskimos have many words for snow and Arabs
have many words for camel. Likewise, the
artist has many words for red and different
kinds of brus)1es.
Roderick Nash (1986),in his classic study
Wildernessand theAmericanMind, traceshow
changing European American perceptions
of "wilderness" has affected at the deepest
levels our cultural, economic, and political
perspectives on deserts, forests, canyons,
and rivers. He traced the very idea of wildernessto the eighth-century heroic epic character Beowulf, whose bravery was defined
by his courage in entering the wildeor-a
place of wild and dangerous beasts, dark
and foreboding forests, and untamed, primordial spirits. ill the Judeo-Otristian tradition, wilderness came to connote a place of
uncontrolled evil that needed to be tamed
and civilized, while Eastern cultures and religions fostered love of wilderness rather
than fear. Nash credits the Enlightenment
with offering new ways of thinking about
wilderness-and new language to shape
that changed thinking.
Moving from the wilderness to the interior territory of organizations, agencies,and
programs, language still sha{>esexperience
and is therefore an important -focus during
fieldwork. Programs develop their own language to describe the problems they deal
with in their work. Educators who work
with learning disabled students have a com-
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plex system of language to distinguish different degrees and types of retardation, a
language that changesas ~tural and political sensitivities change. People in criminal
justice generate language for distinguishing
types of offenders or "perpsll (perpetrators).
Fieldwork involves learning the llnative languagell of the setting or program being studied and attending to variations in connotations and situational use. The field notes and
reports of the observer should include the
exact language used by participants to communicate the flavor and meaning of llnativell program language.
Language was especially important in the
wilderness education program I evaluated.
These were highly verbal people, well educated, reflective and articulate, who spent a
lot of program time in group discussions.
Program staff understood how words can
shape experiences. They wanted participants to view the time in the wilderness as a
professional development learning experiencenot a vacation, so staff called eachweek
in the wilderness a llfield conference.II They
hoped participants would see the program
as a IIconferencellheld in the Ilfield.1IDespite
the determined efforts of staff, however, the
participants never adopted this language.
Almost universally they referred to the
weeks in the wilderness as IItrips.1I During
the second llfield conferencell the staff capitulated. Interestingly enough, that capitulation coincided with negative reactions by
participants to some logistical inadequacies,
unsuccessful program activities, and bad
weather, all of which undercut the IIconferencell emphasis. Staff language reflected
that change.
Other language emerged that illuminated
participants' experiences.One of the partici-

pantsexpressed
thehopeof IIdetoxifyingll in

the wilderness. He viewed his return to his
everyday world as "poisonous retoxification." The group immediately adopted this
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language of detoxification and retoxification
to refer to "wilderness time" versus ordinary "urban civilization time," ultimately
shortening the words to detoxand retox.This
language came to permeate the program's
culture.
The discussions in the wilderness often
reflected the physical environment in which
program activities took place. Participants
became skilled at creating analogies and
metaphors to contrast their urban work lives
with their wilderness experiences. After
backpacking all day, participants could be
heard talking about learning how to "pace
myself in my work," or "shifting the burdens of responsibilities that I carry so that
the load is more evenly balanced" (a reference to the experience of adjusting the
weight of the backpack). In the mountains,
after rock climbing, participants referred to
"the danger in taking risks at work without
support" (a reference to the baiaysystem of
climbing where someone supports the
climber with a safety rope below). One discussion focused on how to "find toeholds
and handholds" to bring about change back
home, "to get on top of the steep waIl of resistance in my institution." They even assigned numbers to degreesof back-home institutional resistance corresponding to the
numbers used to describe the degree of difficulty of various rock climbs. On the river,
participant language was filled with phrases
like "going with the flow," "learning to monitor professional development like you read
and monitor the current" and "trying to
find my way out of the eddies of life."
Because of the power of language to
shape our perceptions and experiences,
most participants wanted to know the
names of the rock formations, winding canyons, and river rapids we encountered,
while others, following Desert Solitaire author Edward Abbey (1968), set for themselves the goal of suppressing the human

tendency to personify natural forms. Thus
began a sustained personal interest in how
names in the wilderness shaped our experiencesthere (patton and Patton 2001).
When I took my son into the Grand Canyon for a "coming of agell initiation experience (Patton 1999a),he reacted to the problem of finding words for that awesome
environment by making up words. For example, upon seeing the Canyon for the very
first time he whispered, IIBueduden,II which
became our way of describing things too
beautiful and awesomefor ordinary words.
Capturing the precise language of participants honors the emic tradition in anthropology: recording participants' own understandings of their experiences. Observers c
must learn the language of participants in:
the setting or program they are observing
in order to faithfully represent participants:
in their own terms and be true to their !
~

worldview.

.,
.3

N onverbaI Communication
Socialand behavioralscientistshavereJ::
ported at length the importanceof bothver~
bal and nonverbal communicationin
man groups.While recording
of participants,

dents get the attention of or otherwise
proach instructors, such as waving
hands in the air. In group settingsa
,
.
veal things about attention and
ment.How participantsdress,
tion, and sit togetheror apart
of nonverbal cuesabout social norms
patterns.
Again, the wilderness
a nonverbal way of providing
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of emotional distressor celebration,
overcome

some particularly

like
along

a cliff

in amount

making

face. But subgroups
of and comfort

and different
felt
on their
little
around

field

own

a

difhugmani-

hugging.
When
separated,
with

"trips,"

hugging

isolated

occurred

the group

and

with

conferences

disparate,

contact
'was common

diffi-

it up across

from

either

campfire.

in

When

was deeper, shoularound the campgroup

singing

was

and nature of physicalcontactparwith eachother-and
groupswith a lot of hugging
connectednessreported noticeably
change.
In evaluating an international develop:, I observedthat the threehost
nationals("locals") had developed
Americanstaff never noticed. In meetthe host country nationals regularly
with each other and operhaving gained their confidence, I
the local staff members about the gesThey told me that the Americans had
that each person participate as an
individual on an equal footing in staff meetings and, to support an atmosphere of openthe Americans asked them not to use
their own language during staff meetings.
But the locals wanted to operate as a unit to
coUnterthe power of the Americans, so they
developed subtle gestures to communicate
with each other since they were denied use
of their own language.
Parameswaran (2001)has described how
she relied on reading nonverbal cues to tell
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how potential intervieweesreactedto her
subjectmatter,the study of young middleclasswomen in India who read Westernr0mancenovels.Shehad to dependon reading
body languageto pick up hostility, disapproval, support, or opennessbecausethe
verbal formalities of some interactionsoffered fewer cuesthan nonverbal reactions.
Among the young women, giggles,winks,
animated interactions, lowered eyes, and
directgazebecamecuesabouthow the fieldwork was progressing.
A cautionis in order here.Nonverbalbehaviors areeasilymisinterpreted,especially
cross-culturally.Therefore,wheneverpossible and appropriate,having observedwhat
appear to be significant nonverbal behaviors, someeffort should be made to follow
up with thoseinvolved to find out directly
from themwhat thenonverbalbehaviorsreally meant. I confimted with other participantsin the wildernessprogramthe importanceof hugging as a mechanismthat they
themselvesused to sensethe tenor of the
group.
Unobtrusive Observations
Being observed can make people selfconscious and generate anxiety, especially
when the observations are part of an evaluation. Regardlessof how sensitivelyobservations are made, the possibility always exists
that people will behave differently under
conditions where an observation or evaluationis taking place than they would if the observer were not present.
Even when well-intentioned and cooperative,
the research subject's knowledge that he is
participating in a scholarly search may confound the investigator's data. . . . It is important to note early that the awarenessof testing
need not, by itself, contaminate responses.It is
a question of probabilities, but the probability
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of bias is high in any study in which a respondent is aware of his subject status. (Webb et aI.
1966:13)

Concern about reactions to being observedhas led somesocialscientiststo recommend covert observationsas discussed
earlier in this chapter.An alternativestrategy involves searchingfor opportunities to
collect"unobtrusivemeasures"(Webbet al.
1966). Unobtrusive measures are those
madewithout the knowledgeof the people
being observedand without affectingwhat
is observed.
Robert L. Wolf and Barbara L. Tymitz
(1978)included unobtrusive measuresin
their naturalistic inquiry evaluation of the
National Museumof Natural History at the
Smithsonian Institution. They looked for
"wear spots" asindicatorsof useof particular exhibit areas.They decided that worn
rugswould indicatethepopularity of particular areasin the museum.Thecreativeevaluator can learn a number of things about a
program by looking for physical clues.
Dusty equipment or files may indicate
things that arenot used.Areasthat areused
a greatdealby childrenin a schoolwill look
different-that is, more worn-than areas
that arelittle used.
In a week-longstafftraining program for
300people,I askedthe kitchento systematically record how much coffee was consumedin the morning, afternoon,and evening eachday.Thosesessionsthat I judged
to be particularly boring had a correspondingly higher level of coffee consumption.
Active and involving sessionsshowed less
coffee consumption, regardlessof time of
day.(Participantscould getup andgetcoffee
wheneverthey wanted.)
In the wildernessprogram,the thickness
of notebookscalled '1earninglogs" became
an unobtrusive indicator of how engaged
participants were in self-reflectivejournal-

ing. All participants were provided with
learning logs at the beginning of the first
field conferenceand were encouraged to use
them for private reflections and joumaling.
These three-ring binders contained almost
no paper when first given to participants.
Participants brought the learning logs back
each time they returned to the wilderness.
(The program involved four different trips
over the course of a year.) The extent to
which paper had been added to the notebooks was one indicator of the extent to
which the logs were being used.
The personnel of the National Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management
have a kind of unobtrusive measure they use
in "evaluating" the wilderness habits of
groups that go through an area such as the
San Juan River in Utah. The canyons along
the SanJuan River are a very fragile environment. The regulations for use of that land are
essentially "take only photographs, leave
only footprints." This means that all garbage, including human waste and feces,are
to be carried out. It takes several days to go
down the river. By observing the amount
and types of garbage groups carry out, one
can learn a great deal about the wilderness
habits of various groups and their compliance with river regulations.
The creative observer, aware of the variety of things to be learned from studying
physical and social settings, will look for opportunities to incorporate unobtrusive measures into fieldwork, thereby manifesting a
"sympathy toward multi-method inquiry,
trian~ation, playfulness in data collection,
outcroppings as meaSure&,and alternatives
to self report" (Webb and Weick 1983:210).
A particularly powerful example of unobtrusive fieldwork is Laura Palmer's (1988)
study of letters and remembrancesleft at the
Vietnam VeteransMemorial in Washington,
D.C"

a work shecalledShrapnel
in theHeart.

For the unobtrusive part of her fieldwork,
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Palmer sampled items left at the memorial,
all of which are saved and warehoused by
the U.S. government. She categorized and
analyzed types of items and the content of
messages.In some cases,because of identifying information contained in letters or included with objects (photographs, baby
shoes, artwork), she was able, through intenSiveinvestigative work, to locate the pe0ple who left the materials and interview
them. Their stories, the intrusive part of her
study, combined with vivid descriptions of
the objects that led her to them, offer dramatic and powerful insights into the effects
of the Vietnam War on the lives of survivors.
In one sense,her analysis of letters, journals,
photos, and messagescan be thought of as a
nontraditional and creative form of document analysis, another important fieldwork
strategy.

Documents
Records, documents, artifacts, and archives-what has traditionally been called
"material culture" in anthropology-constitute a particularly rich source of information
about many organizations and prograIns.
Thus, archival strategies and techniques
constitute part of the repertoire of field research and evaluation (Hill 1993). h\ con~porary society, all kinds of entities leave
a trail of paper and artifacts, a kind of spoor
that can be mined as part of fieldwork. Families keep photographs, children's schoolwork, letters, old Bibles with detailed genealogies, bronzed baby shoes, and other
sentimental objects that can inform and enrich family casestudies. People who commit
suicide leave behind suicide notes that can
reveal patterns of despair in a society
(WIlkinson 1999).Gangs and others inscribe
public places with graffiti. Organizations of
all kinds produce mountains of records,
both public and private. Indeed, an oft-
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intriguing form of analysis involves comparing official statementsfound in public
documents(brochures,board minutes, annual reports)with private memosand what
the evaluation observer actually hears or
seesoccurring the program.Client files are
another rich sourceof casedata to supplement field observationsand interviews.For
example,Vesneskiand Kemp (2<XX»
coded
and analyzed intake sheetsand copies of
family plans produced during more than
100"family conferences"involving the extendedfamiliesof abusedor neglectedchildren in child welfaredecisionmaking in the
stateof Washington.
At the very beginningof an evaluationor
organizational fieldwork, accessto potentially important documents and records
should be negotiated.The ideal situation
would include accessto all routine records
on clients, all con-espondence
from and to
program staff,financialand budget records,
organizational rules, regulations, memoranda,charts,and any other official or unofficial documentsgeneratedby or for theprogram.Thesekinds of documentsprovide the
evaluator with information about many
things that cannotbe observed.They may
reveal things that have taken place before
the evaluationbegan.Theymayincludeprivate interchangesto which the evaluator
would not otherwisebe privy. They canreveal goalsor decisionsthat might be otherwise unknown to the evaluator.
In evaluatingthe missionfulfillment of a
majorphilanthropic foundation,I examined
10yearsof annualreports.Eachreport was
professionallydesigned,elegantlyprinted,
and widely disseminated-and eachreport
stated a slightly different mission for the
foundation.It turned out that the president
of the foundationwrote an annualintroduction and simply stated the mission from
memory.Thepublicationdesignerroutinely
lifted this "mission statement" from the
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president's letter and highlighted it in bold
font at the beginning of the report, often on
the cover page. From year to year the focus
changed until, over the course of 10 years,
the stated mission had changed dramatically without official board action, approval,
or even awareness. Further investigation
through years of board minutes revealed
that, in fact, the board had never adopted a
mission statement at all, a matter of considerable swprise to all involved.
As this example shows, documents prove
valuable not only because of what can be
learned directly from them but also asstimulus for paths of inquiry that can be pursued
only through direct observation and interviewing. As with all information to which an
evaluator has access during observations,
the confidentiality of program records, particularly client records, must be respected.
The extent to which actual refererlCe8to and
quotations froin program records and documents are included in a final report depends
on whether the documents are considered
part of the public record and therefore able
to be publicized without breach of confidentiality. In some cases,with permission and
proper safeguards to protect confidentiality,
some information from private documents
can be quoted directly and cited.
Program records can provide a behindthe-scenes look at program processes and
how they came into being. In the wilderness
program evaluation, program staff made
their files available to me. I discovered a
great deal of information not available to
other program participants: letters detailing
both conceptual and financial debates between the technical staff (who led the wildernesstrips) and the project directors (who
had responsibility for the overall management of the program). Without knowledge
of those arguments it would have been impossible to fully understand the nature of
the interactions between field staff and exec-

utive staff in the project. Disagreements
about program finances constituted but one
arena of communication difficulties during
the program, including time in the wilderness. Interviews with those involved revealed quite different perceptions of the nature of the conflicts, their intensity, and their
potential for resolution. While participants
became aware of some arguments among
staff, for the most part they were unaware of
the origins of those conflicts and the extent
to which program implementation was
hampered by them.
My review of files also revealed the enormous complexity of the logistics for the wilderness education program. Participants
(college deans, program directors, administrators) were picked up at the airport in vans
and driven to the wilderness location where
the field conference would take place. Participants were supplied with all the gear necessary for surviving in the wilderness. Prior
to each field trip, staff had many telephone
and written exchangeswith individual participants about particular needs and fears.
Letters from participants, especially those
new to the wilderness, showed how little
they understood about what they were getting into. One seasoned administrator and
hard-core smoker inquired, with reference
to the first lO-day hike in the heart of the Gila
wilderness, "Will there be a place to buy cigarettes along the way?" Talk about being
clueless! But by the end of the year of field
trips, he had given up smoking. His letter of
inquiry alerted me to the importance of this
pre-post observation.
Without having looked over this correspondence, I would have missed the extent
to which preparation for the one-week experiences in the wilderness consumed the time
and energy of program staff. The intensity of
work involved before the field conferences
helped explain the behavior of staff once the
field trips got under way. So much had gone
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into the preparations, virtually none of
which was appreciated by or known to programparticipants, that program staff would
sometimes experience a psychological letdown effect and have difficulty energizing
themselvesfor the actual wilderness experience.
Learning to use, study, and understand
documents and files is part of the repertoire
of skills needed for qualitative inquiry. For
an extended discussion of the interpretation
of documents and material culture, see
Hodder (2000).

Observing What
Does Not Happen
The preceding sectionshave described
the things one can observein a setting or
program.Observingactivities,interactions,
what peoplesay,what they do, and the nature of the physicalsettingis important in a
comprehensiveapproachto fieldwork. But
what about observingwhat does not happen?
The potential absurdity of speculating
aboutwhat doesnot occuris illustratedby a
Sufi story. During a plague of locusts,the
wise-foolMulla Nasrudin, always looking
on the bright side,went from village to villageencouragingpeopleby observinghow
fortunatethey were that elephantshad no
wings."You peopledon't realizehow lucky
you are. Imagine what life would be like
with elephants£lying overhead.Theselocustsarenothing."
To observethat elephantshaveno wings
is indeeddata.Moreover,elephantshaveno
fins, claws, feathers,or branches.Oearly,
onceone venturesinto the areaof observing what doesnot happen,thereare a nearinfinite number of things one could point
out The "absenceof occurrence"list could
becomehuge.It is thereforewith somecau-
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tion that I include among the tasks of the observer that of noting what does not occur.
If social science theory, program goals,
implementation desi~, and/or proposals
suggest that certain things ought to happen
or are expected to happen, then it is appropriate for the observer or evaluator to note
that those things did not happen. If a community where water is scarceshows no evidence of conflict over water rights, an anthropologist could be expected to report and
explain this absenceof community conflict.
If a school program is supposed to, according to its funding mandate and goals, provide children with opportunities to explore
the community and no such explorations
occur, it is altogether appropriate for the
evaluator to note said implementation failure. If the evaluator reported only what occurred, a question might be left in the mind
of the reader about whether the other activities had occuned but had simply not been
observed. Likewise, if a criminal justice program is supposed to provide one-to-one
counseling to juveniles and no such counseling takes place, it is entirely appropriate for
the evaluator to note the absence of counseling.
In observing early childhood programs,
the absenceof children's art on the walls in
one center stood out. Indeed, the absenceof
any colorful posters or art of any kind stood
out because all other centers' walls were
covered with colorful displays. When I
pointed this out, embarrassedstaff members
explained that they had set in motion a planning process for decorating the walls that
had become bogged down and they had just
neglected to get back to the issue because,
they realized, they got gotten used to the
way things were.
Thus, it can be appropriate to note that
something did not occur when the 0bserver's basic knowledge of and experience
with the phenomenon suggests that the ab-
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senceof some particular activity or factor js
noteworthy. This clearly calls for judgment,
common sense,and experience. As eminent
qualitative methodologist Bob Stake (1995)
has asserted:
One of the principal qualifications of qualitative researchers is experience. Added to the
experience of ordinary looking and thinking,
the experience of the qualitative researcher is
one of knowing what leads to significant understanding, recognizing good sources of
data, and consciously and unconsciously testing out the veracity of their eyes and robustness of their interpretations. It requires
sensitivity and skepticism. Much of this methodological knowledge and personality come
from hard work under the critical examination
of colleagues and mentors. (pp. 49-50)

goalswould include statements
ticular needs,interests,and cultural
terns of minorities, but there may not

uator observesthat the staff of the
gram consistsentirely of Caucasians,
~
appropriate to report that the staff is
White, that is, no people of color
amongthe program staff, the '
ture of the program.
Observationsof staff interaction
decision-makingprocessesalso
that do not happen.If, over time,
server notes that program planning
any systematicor direct way,

Making informed judgments about the

,

be appropriate for the evaluator to

significanceof nonoccurrences can be
amongthe mostimportant contributionsan
evaluatorcan makebecausesuch feedback
canprovide programstaffmembersor other
evaluationuserswith information that they
may not havethought to request.Moreover,
they may lack the requisite experienceor
awarenessto have noticed the absenceof
that which the evaluator observes.For example, the absenceof staff conflict is typically noteworthy becausestaff conflict is
common.Similarly, absenceof conflict betweenadministrativelevels(local,state,and
federal)would be noteworthy becausesuch
conflict is, in my experience,virtually universal.
In many such cases,the observation
aboutwhat did not occuris simply a restatement, in the opposite, of what did occur.
That restatement,however,will attract attention in a way that the initial observation
might not. For example,if onewere observing a programbeingconductedin a multiracial community,it is possiblethat program

periencesindicating the significance
participant input in the planning
cessesof other programs.

a number of
seriousinjuries occurredat any of
field conferencesin the
portant information
program. No participant

be donein order for
work togetherin the wilderness.
servationemergedfrom -.:-.- .
technical field staff who often
with juveniles in wilderness
where uneven sharing of cooking,
ing. and related.
..
to major group conflicts.The . groupsI observednever had to deal
one or two people not helping out
worth noting.
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Perhaps the most important observation
about what did not happen came from observing staff meetings. Over time,.I noticed a
pattem in which staff held meetings to make
decisions about important issues, but no
such decisions were made. Staff sometimes
thought that a decision had been made, but
closure was not brought to the decisionmaking process and no responsibility for
follow-up was assigned. Many subsequent
implementation failures and staff conflicts
could be traced to ambiguities and differencesof opinion that were left unresolved at
staff meetings. By hearing me describe both
what was and was not occurring, staff became more explicit and effective in making
decisions. Reporting what did happen in
staff meetings was important, but it was also
extremely important to observe what did
not happen.

Nested and Layered Case
Studies During Fieldwork
A casestudy is expected to catch the complexity of a single case.The single leaf, even a single toothpick. has unique complexities-but
rarely will we care enough to submit it to case
study. We study a casewhen it itself is of very
special interest. We look for the detail of interaction with its context. Casestudy is the study
of the particularity and complexity of a single
case,coming to understand its activity within
important circumstances. (Stake 1995:xi)

Months of fieldwork may result in a single casestudy that describes a village,community, neighborhood, organization, or program. However, that single case study is
likely to be made up of many smaller
cases-the stories of specific individuals,
families, organizational units, and other
groups. Critical incidents and casestudies of
specific bounded activities, like a celebra-
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tion, may also be presented within the
larger case. The qualitative analysis process typically centers on presentation of
specific casesand thematic analysis across
cases.Knowing this, fieldwork can be organized around nested and layered case
studies, which means that some form of
nested casesampling must occur.
Let me briefly review the centrality of
casestudies as a qualitative inquiry strategy. Chapter 1 opened by citing a number
of well-known and influential books
based on case studies, for example, In
Search of Excellence: Lessons From America's
Best-Run Companies by Peters and Waterman (1982), Angela Browne's important
book When Battered Women Kill (1987), and
Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot's
six detailed
cascestudies in Respect (2000:13). Chapter 2
presented the construction of unique CIlse
studies as a major strategic theme of qualitative inquiry. Chapter 3 reviewed theoretical perspectives that are inductively case
based. Chapter 4 reviewed at some length
the importance in qualitative evaluation of
capturing and reporting individualized out-

comesbased on casestudies of how participants in programs change during a program and whether they maintain those
changes afterward. To illustrate this point,
in the wilderness education program our
evaluation team constructed case studies
of participants using multiple sources of
data from fieldwork: (1) background data
gathered through interviews about participants' situations and perspectives upon
entering the year of field conferences; (2)
observations of their experiences during
field conferences;(3) informal and conversational interviews with them during the
wilderness trips; (4) quotations from formal group interviews (focus groups) held
at various times during the trips; (5) excerpts from their journals and other personal writings when they were willing to
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share those with us, as they often were; and
(6) follow-up telephone interviews with participants after eachfield trip and after the entire program was completed to track the impact of the program on individuals over
time.
Let me pause at this point and note some
confusion in the qualitative literature about
terminology. For example, sociologists
Hamel, Dufour, and Fortin (1993) ask:
But is the casestudy a method? Or is it an approach?.. Casestudies employ various methods. Thesecan include interviews, participant
observation, and field studies. Their goals are
to reconstruct and analyze a casefrom a sociological perspective. It would thus be more appropriate to define the case study as an
approach, although the term casemethodsuggests that it is indeed a method. (p.l)

Whatever term or phrase is used, casestudies depend on clearly defining the object of
study, that is, the case.But this too is complex.
When more than one object of study or
unit of analysis is included in fieldwork,
case studies may be layered and nested
within the overall, primary case approach.
W11liamFoote Whyte's (1943) classic study
Street Corner Society has long been recognized as an exemplar of the single-community (N =1) case study (e.g., Ym 1989)even
though his study of "Cornerville" includes
the stories (casestudies) of several individual lower-income youth, some of whom
were striving to escapethe neighborhood.
The wilderness program illustrates how
case studies often are layered and nested.
The three-year wilderness program constituted the overall, one might say macro,case
study. The final evaluation report presented
conclusions about the processes and outcomes of the overall program, a case example of a three-year wilderness education ini-

tiative. As Exhibit 6.4 (p. 300) shows,however, within that overall evaluation case
study were nested individual case studies
documenting individual experiences and
outcomes; case studies of each yearlong
group cohort; and casestudies of each separate field conference, for example, the 10
days in the Gila wilderness or the 10 days in
the Kofa Mountains. Slicing through the
fieldwork and analysis in other ways were
case studies of particular incidents, for example, the emotional catharsis experienced
by one participant when she finally managed to overcome her terror and rappel
down a cliff face, the whole group watching
and urging her on, a process that took some
45 tense minutes. Other mini-casesconsisted
of different units of analysis. A full day's
hike could be a case,as could running a specific dangerous rapid on the SanJuan River.
Each evening discussion constituted a case
such that that over the three years, we had
notes on over 80 discussionsof various kinds.
Staff meetings made for a different unit of
analysis and therefore a different series of
case studies. Thus, extended fieldwork can
and typically does involve many mini- or
micro-case studies of various units of analysis (individuals, groups, specific activities,
specific periods of time, critical incidents),
all of which together make up the overall
casestudy, in this example, the final evaluation of the wilderness education program.
Chapter 5 discusses at length various units
of analysis and sampling strategies for case
studies (seeespecially Exhibit 5.5 [po231] on
units of analysis and Exhibit 5.6 [pp. 243244] on purposeful sampling strategies).
Fieldwork, then, can be thought of as engaging in a seriesof multilayered and nested
case studies, often with intersecting and
overlapping units of analysis. One final case
study deserves consideration-the observer's experiencesand reactions.We turn to
that now.
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Observing Oneself

P

hysician, heal thyself.
Observer, observe thyself.
-Halcolm

f;!£f
j'i

In the secondchapter,I identified voice
andperspective,or reflexivity, asone of the
central strategic themes of contemporary,
postmodem qualitative inquiry. The term
reflexivityhasenteredthe qualitativelexicon
asa way of emphasizingthe importanceof
self-awareness,
political/cultural consciousness,and ownership of one's perspective.
Reflexivityremindsthe qualitative inquirer
to observeherselfor himself so as to be attentiveto and consciousof the cultural, political, social,linguistic, and ideologicaloriginsof her or his own perspectiveand voice
as well as-and often in contrast to-the
perspectivesand voicesof thoseshe or he
observesand talks to during fieldwork. Reflexivity callsfor self-reflection,indeed,critical self-reflectionand self-knowledge,and
a willingnessto considerhow who oneis affectswhat one is able to observe,hear,and
understandin the field and as an observer
andanalyst.Theobserver,therefore,during
fieldwork, must observeself aswell as others,and interactionsof self with others.
Once again, for continuity, I cite Parameswaran(2001),who has written a wonderfully self-reflectiveaccount of her experiencereturning to her native India to do
fieldwork as a feminist scholarafter being
educatedin United States.
Becausemy parents were fairly liberal compared to many of my friends' parents, I grew
up with a little more awareness than many
middle- and upper-class Indians of the differencesbetween my life and that of the vast majority of Indians. Although I questioned some
restrictions that were specific to women of my

class,I did not have the language to engagein
a systematic feminist critique of patriarchy or
nationalism. Feminism for me had been W1fortunately constructed as an illness that struck
highly Westernized intellectual Indian women who were out of touch with reality. . . . [I]t
was my dislocation from India to the relatively
radicalized context of the United States that
prompted my political development asa feminist and a woman of color. (p. 76)

Given this backgrolUld and the controversial focus of her fieldwork (reading of
Western romance novels by YOlUlg Indian
women), she identified reflective questions
to guide her reflexive inquiry during and after fieldwork:
How do kinship roles assigned to ~tive scholars shape social interactions in the field? How
can conunitments to sisterhood make it difficult for feminist ethnographers to achieve critical distance and discuss female informants'
prejudiced views? (p. 76)

Her personal inquiry into thesequestions,
reflectingon her own fieldwork experiences
(parameswaran2001),is a model of reflexivity.
Many year ago, Indian philosopher J.
Krishnamurti (1964) commented on the
challengesof self-knowledge.Although his
reflectionswere ~ted
to the importance
of lifelong learning rather than to being reflexive in fieldwork, his ruminationsoffer a
larger contextfor thinking abouthow to observe oneself, a context beyond concern
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about methodologicalauthenticity,though
his adviceappliesto that aswell.

I

'.': -

Self-knowledge comes when you observe
yourself in your relationship with your fellow-students and your teachers, with all the
people around you; it comes when you 0bserve the manner of another, his gestures, the
way he wears his clothes, the way he talks, his
contempt or flattery and~T response;
it comes
when you watch everything in you and about
you and see yourself as you see your face in
the minor. . . . Now, if you can look into the
minor of relationship exactly as you look into
the ordinary mirror, then there is no end to
self-knowledge. It is like entering a fathomless
oceanwhich has no shore. . . . ; if you can just
observe what you are and move with it, then
you will find that it is possible to go infinitely
far. Then there is no end to the journey, and
that is the mystery, the beauty of it (KrishnamUlti 1964:50-51,emphasis added)

I realize that Krlshnamurti's phrase
"There is no end to the journey" may strike
terror in the hearts of graduate students
reading this in preparation for dissertation
fieldwork or evaluators facing a report
deadline. But, remember, he's taking about
lifelong learning, of which the dissertation
or a specific evaluation report is but one
phase.Just asmost dissertations and evaluations are reasonably expected to contribute
incremental knowledge rather than make
major breakthroughs, so too the self-knowledge of reflexive fieldwork is but one phase
in a lifelong journey toward self-knowledge-but it's an important phase and a
commitment of growing significance as reflexivity has emerged as a central theme in
qualitative inquiry.
The point here, which we shall take up in
greaterdepth in the chapters on analysis and
credibility, is that the observer must ulti-
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mately deal with issuesof authenticity, reactivity, and how the observational process
may have affected what was observed as
well as how the background and predispositions of the observer may have constrained what was observed and understood. Each of theseareasof methodological
inquiry depends on some degree of critical
reflexivity.

Sources of Data Reviewed
This lengthy review of options in what to
observe and sources of data for evaluation
fieldwork began with the suggestion that a
sensitizingfra~
can be useful as a tool to
guide fieldwork. The list of data sources
we've reviewed can be used to stimulate
thinking about evaluation fieldwork p0ssibilities. Other phenomena and other 0bservational arenas would have different
sensitizing frameworks or concepts.The following summarizes the observation and inquiry topics we've reviewed for evaluation:

. Description of the program setting/
physical environment
. Description of the socialenvironment
. Capturing historical perspectives
. Describingplannedprogram implementation activities and structU1'edinteractions
. Observinginformal interactionsand unplanned activities
. Recordingparticipants' specialprogram
language
. Observingnonverbalcommunication
. Watchingfor unobtrusive indicators
. Analyzing documents, files, records,
and artifacts
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. Commentingon notablenonoccurrences
(what doesnot happen)
. Constructing nested and layered case
studiesduring fieldwork for intersecting
and overlapping units of analysis
. Observingoneself:Reflexivity
. Documenting individualized and common outcomes(Chapter4)

Creativity in Fieldwork
No checklist can be relied on to guide all
aspectsof fieldwork. A participant observer
must constantly make judgments about
what is worth noting. Becauseit is impossible to observe everything, some process of
selection is necessary. Plans made during
design should be revised as appropriate
when important new opportunities and
sources of data become available. That's
where flexibility and creativity help. Creativity can be learned and practiced (patton
1987a).Creative fieldwork means using every part of oneself to experience and understand what is happening. Creative insights
come from being directly involved in the setting being studied.
I shall return to the issue of creativity in
considering the interpretation of field notes
later in this chapter and again in the analysis
chapter. For the moment, it is sufficient to acknowledge the centrality of creativity in naturalistic inquiry and to concur with VIrginia
Woolf:
Odd how the creative power at oncebrings the
whole universe to order. . . . I mark Henry
James'sentence:observe perpetually. Observe
the oncome of age. Observe greed. Observe
my own despondency. By that means it becomes serviceable. (quoted in Parmow 1978:
185)

§ Doing Fieldwork: The
Data-Gathering Process
The purposeof the researchhasbeenclarified. The primary researchquestionshave
been focused. Qualitative methods using
observationshave been selectedas one of
the appropriatemethodsof data gathering.
It is time to enter the field. Now beginsthe
arduoustask of taking field notes.
Field Notes
Many options exist for taking field notes.
Variations include the writing materials
used, the time and place for recording field
notes, the symbols developed by observers
as their own method of shorthand, and how
field notes are stored. No universal prescriptions about the mechanics of and procedures
for taking field notes are possible because
different settings lend themselves to differ.;:
entways of proceeding and thepreciseorga-G
nization of fieldwork is very much a matt~,:
of
and individual
habrij
its.personal
What isstyle
not optional
is thework
taking
'.
..

field notes.
Aside from getting along m the
the fundamentalwork of .
taking of field notes. Field notes are
most important determinant of

vide the observer's raisond'etre.H
doing them,[theobseFVer]
be in the setting" (Lofland 1971:102).
Field notes contain the description
what hasbeenobserved.They
tain everythingthat the observer
be worth noting.
ture recall. - -.

-

very tempting, becausethe situation is
fresh,
elementsof the situation can be
later. Hit's important as part of your
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tions and conditions. Words such aspoor,anger,and uneasyare insufficiently descriptive.
Such interpretive words conceal what actually went on rather than reveal the details of
the situation. Such terms have little meaning
for a person present for the observation.
Moreover, the use of such terms in field
notes, without the accompanying detailed
description, means that the fieldworker has
fallen into the bad habit of primarily recording interpretations rather than description.
Particularly revealing are terms that can
make sense only in comparison to something else. The phrase "poorly dressed" requires some frame of reference about what
constitutes'I good dress." No skill is more

sciousness
asan observer,if it's information
thathashelpedyou understandthe context!
the setting,and what went on, then as soon
aspossiblethat information should be captured in the field notes.
First and foremost, field notes are descriptive.They should be dated and should
recordsuchbasicinformation as where the
observationtook place, who was present,
what the physicalsettingwas like, what social interactionsoccurred,and what activities took place.Field notes contain the descriptiveinformationthat will permit you to
return to an observationlater during analysisand,eventually,permit the readerof the
study'sfindings to experiencethe activity
observedthrough your report.
The passagesin Exhibit 6.5 on the next
pageillustrate different kinds of descriptive
field notes.On the left side are vague and
overgeneralizedfield notes. On the right
side are more detailed and concretefield
notesfrom the sameobservation.
Theseexamplesillustrate the problem of
usinggeneralterms to describespecificac-

critical in fieldwork than learning to be de.:.
scriptive, concrete, and detailed.
Field notes also contain what people say.
Direct quotations, or as near as possible recall of direct quotations, should be captured
during fieldwork, recording what was said
during observed activities as well as responses garnered during interviews, both
formal and conversational. Quotations provide the I' emic perspective'l discussed earlier-the insider's perspective-which

'lis at

the heart of most ethnographicresearch
I'
(Fetterman 1989:30).
Field notes also contain the observer IS
own feelingsl reactions to the experience,
and reflections about the personal meaning
and significance of what has been observed.
Don't deceive yourself into thinking that
such feelings can be conjured up again simply by reading the descriptions of what took
place. Feelings and reactions should be recorded at the time they are experienced,
while you are in the field. Both the nature
and intensity of feelings should be recorded.
In qualitative inquiry, the observer's own
experiences are part of the data. Part of the
purpose of being in a setting and getting
close to the people in the setting is to permit
you to experience what it is like to be in that

~
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Fieldnotes Comparisons
Vogueand
OVt'rgenerolized
Notes

~tailed and Concret~Notes

1. Thenewclientwas 1. At first the new client sat verystiffly on the chair next to the
uneasywaiting for
her intake interview.

receptionist'sdesk.Shepickedup a magazineand let the pages
flutter through her fingersvery quicklywithout.really lookingat
any of the pages.Sheset the magazinedown,lookedat her watch,
pulledher skirt down,pickedup the magazineagain,set it back
down,took out a cigaretteand lit it. Shewatchedthe receptionist
out of the cornerof her eyeand glancedat the two or three other
peoplewaiting in the room.Hereyesmovedfrom peopleto the
magazineto the cigaretteto the peopleto the magazinein rapid
succession,bi.!t
avoidedeyecontact.Whenher namewasfinally
called,shejumped like shewasstartled.

2. Theclient wasquite 2. WhenJudy,the seniorstaff member,told the client that shecould
hostiletoward the
not just do whatevershewantedto do, the client beganto yell,
staff person.
screamingthat Judycouldn't couldn't control her life, accused
Judyof beingon a "powertrip,- and saidthat she'd"like to beat
the shit out of her,"then told her to "go to hell.- Theclient shook
her fist in Judy'sface and stompedout of the room,leavingJudy
standingthere with her mouth open,lookingamazed.
3. The next student
3. Thenext student who cameinto the roomwore clothesquite
who came in to take
different from the three previousstudents.Theother studentshad
the test was very
hair carefullycombed,clothesclean,pressed,and in goodcondition
poorly dressed.
with colorscoordinated.Thisnew studentwore soiledpantswith

a tear in one kneeand a threadbareseat.Hisflannel shirt was
wrinkledwith one tail tuckedinto the pantsand the other tail
hangingout. His hair wasdisheveledand his handslookedliked
he'd beenplayingin the engineof a car.

setting. If what it is like for you, the observer
or participant observer, is not recorded in
your field notes, then much of the purpose
for being there is lost.
Finally, field notes include your insights,
interpretations, beginning analyses, and
working hypotheses about what is happening in the setting and what it means. While
you should approach fieldwork with a disciplined intention not to impose preconceptions and early judgments on the phenomenon being experienced and observed,
nevertheless, as an observer you don't be-

come a mechanical recording machine on
entering the field. Insights, ideas, inspirations-and yes, judgments, too-will occur
while making observations and recording
field notes. It's not that you sit down early on
and begin the analysis and, if you're an evaluator, make judgments. Rather,it's in the nature of our intellects that ideas about the
meaning, causes, and significance of what
we experience find their way into our
minds. These insights and inspirations become part of the data of fieldwork and
should be recorded in context in field notes.

.
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I like to set off field interpretations with
brackets. Others use parentheses, asterisks,
or some other symbol to distinguish interpretations from description. The point is
that interpretations should be understood to
be just that, interpretations, and labeled as
such. Field-based insights are sufficiently
precious that you need not ignore them in
the hopes that, if really important, they will
return later.
Field notes, then, contain the ongoing
data that are being collected. They consist of
descriptions of what is being experienced
and observed, quotations from the people
observed, the observer's feelings and reactions to what is observed, and field-generatedinsights and interpretations. Field notes
are the fundamental database for constructing case studies and carrying out thematic
cross-caseanalysis in qualitative research.

I
I

Procedurally Speaking
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When field notes are written will depend
on the kind of observations being done and
the nature of your participation in the setting being studied. In an evaluation of a parent education program, I was introduced to
the parents by the staff facilitator and explained the purpose of the evaluation and
assured the parents that no one would be
identified. I then openly took extensive notes
without participating in the discussions.lmmediately following those sessions,I would
go back over my notes to fill in details and be
sUre what I had recorded made sense. By
way of contrast, in the wilderness education
program I was a full participant engaged
in full days of hiking, rock climbing, and
rafting/kayaking. I was sufficiently exhaustedby the end of each day that I seldom
stayed awake inaking field notes by flashlight while others slept. Rather, each night I
jotted down basic notes that I could expand
during the time that others were writing in
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their journals, but some of the expansion
had to becompletedaftertheweeklongfield
conference.In evaluatinga leadershiptraining program as a participant observer,the
staff facilitator privately asked me not to
take notes during group discussionsbecauseit made him nervous, even though
most other participantswere taking notes.
The extent to which notesare openly recordedduring the activitiesbeing observed
is a function of the observer'srole and purpose,as well as the stageof participant observation. If the observer or evaluator is
openly identified as a short-term,external,
nonparticipant observer,participants may
expecthim or her to write down what is going on. If, on the other hand, oneis engaged
in longer-tenn participant observation,the
early part of the processmay be devotedto
establishing the participant observer role
with emphasison participationso that open
taking of notes is deferred until the fieldworker's role has been fimtly established
within the group. At that point, it is often
possibleto openly takefield notessince,it is
hoped, the observeris better known to the
group and has establishedsomedegreeof
trust and rapport.
The wilderness program evaluation involved three 10-day trips ("field conferences")with participantsat different times
during theyear.During thefirst field conference,I never took notes openly. The only
timeI wrote waswhenotherswerealsowriting. During thesecondfield conference,
I beganto openlyrecordobservationswhen discussionswere going on if taking notesdid
not interfere with my participation. By the
third week,I felt I could takenoteswhenever
I wanted to and I had no indication from
anyonethat they evenpaid attentionto the
fact that I was taking notes.By that time I
had establishedmyseli asa participant,and
my participant role was moreprimary than
my evaluatorrole.

~
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The point here is that evaluator observers
must be strategic about taking field notes,
timing their writing and recording in such a
way that they are able to get their work done
without unduly affecting either their participation or their observations. Given those
constraints, the basic rule of thumb is to
write promptly, to complete field notes as
soon and as often as physically and programmatically possible.
Writing field notes is rigorous and demanding work. Lofland (1971) has descnDed this rigor quite forcefully:
Let me not deceivethe reader.The writing of
field notestakespersonaldisciplineand time.
It is all too easy to put off actually writing
notesfor a given day and to skip oneor more
days.For the actualwriting of the notesmay
take as long or longer than did the observation! Indeed,a reasonablerule of thumb here
is to expectand plan to spend as much time
writing notesas one spentin observing.This
is, of course,not invariant. . . but onepoint is
inescapable.
All the fun of actuallybeing out
and aboutmonkeyingaroundin somesetting
must also be met by cloisteredrigor in committing to paper-and thereforeto future usefulness-what hastakenplace.(p. 104)

§

Observations, Interviews,
and Documentation:
Bringing Together
Multiple Perspectives

Fieldwork is more than a single method or
technique. For example, evaluation fieldwork means that the evaluator is on-site
(where the program is happening) observing, talking with people,and going through
program records.Multiple sourcesof information aresoughtand usedbecauseno single sourceof information can be trusted to
provide a comprehensiveperspective on

the program. By using a combination of observations, interviewing, and document
analysis, the fieldworker is able to use different data sources to validate and crosscheck findings. Each type and source of data
has strengths and weaknesses.Using a combination of data types-triangulation, a recurring theme in this book- increases validity as the strengths of one approach can
compensate for the weaknesses of another
approach (Marshall and Rossman 1989:
79-111).
Limitations of observations include the
possibility that the observer may affect the
situation being observed in unknown ways,
program staff and participants may behave
in some atypical fashion when they know
they are being observed, and the selective
perception of the observer may distort the
data. Observations are also limited in focusing only on external behaviors-the observer cannot seewhat is happening inside
people. Moreover, observational data are often constrained by the limited sample of activities actually observed. Researchersand
evaluators need other data sources to find
out the extent to which observed activities
are typical or atypical.
Interview data limitations include possibly distorted responsesdue to personal bias,
anger, anxiety, politics, and simple lack of
awarenesssince interviews can be greatly affected by the emotional state of the interviewee at the time of the interview. Interview data are also subject to recall error,
reactivity of the interviewee to the interviewer, and self-serving responses.
Observations provide a check on what is
reported in interviews; interviews, on the
other hand, permit the observer to go beyond external behavior to explore feelings
and thoughts.
Documents and records also have limitations. They may be incomplete or inaccurate.
Client files maintained by programs are no-
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toriously variable in quality and completeness,with greatdetail in somecasesand virtually nothingin others.Documentanalysis,
however,providesa behind-the-scenes
look
at theprogram that may not be directly observableand about which the interviewer
might not ask appropriatequestionswithouttheleadsprovided throughdocuments.
By using a variety of sourcesand resour<;es,
the evaluatorobservercanbuild on
thestrengthsof eachtype of data collection
while minimizing the weaknessesof any
singleapproach.This mixed methods,triangulatedapproachto fieldwork is basedon
pragmatism(Tashakkoriand Teddlie 1998)
and is illustrated in my attempt to understandsomeof theproblemsinvolved in staff
communicationduring the wildernesseducationevaluation.I mentionedthis example
earlier,but I'd like to expandit here.
As noted,two kinds of staffworked in the
program:(1)thosewho had overallmanagementand administrativeresponsibilityand
(2)the technicalstaff, who had responsibility for wildernessskills training, field logistics,andsafety.Thetechnicalstaffhad extensiveexperienceleadingwildernesstrips, but
they also were skilled at facilitating group
processes.
During the trips, the lines of responsibilitybetweentechnicalstaff and administrativestaffwereoftenblurred and,on
occasion,theseambiguitiesgaverise to conflicts. I observedthe emergenceof conflict
early on the first trip but lackedcontextfor
knowingwhat wasbehindthesedifferences.
Through interviews and casual conversationsduring fieldwork, I learnedthat all of
thestaff,both administrativeand technical,
hadknown eachotherprior to the program.
Indeed,the program administrative directors had been the collegeprofessorsof the
technicalstaff while the latter were still undergraduatestudents.However,the technical staffhad introduced the directorsto the
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wilderness as an environment for experiential education. Each of the staff members
described in interviews his or her perceptions of how these former relationships affected the field operations of the program,
including difficulties in communication that
had emerged during planning sessionsprior
to the actual field conferences.Someof those
conflicts were documented in letters and
memos. Reading their files and correspondence gave me a deeper understanding of
the different assumptions and values of various staff members. But the documentation
would not have made sensewithout the interviews, and the focus of the interviews
came from the field observations. Taken together, these diverse sources of inforD1ation and data gave me a complete picture of
staff relationships. Working back and forth
among individual staff members and group
staff meetings, I was able to use this information to assist staff members in their efforts to
improve their communication during the final field conference. All three sources of information proved critical to my understanding of the situation, and that understanding
enhanced my effectiveness in providing
feedback as a formative evaluator.

The Technology of
Fieldwork and Observation
The classicimage of the anthropological
fieldworker is of someonehuddled in anAfrican hut writing voluminously by lantern.
Contemporary researchers,however, have
availableto them a numberof technological
innovationsthat,when usedjudiciously,can
makefieldwork more efficientand comprehensive.First and foremost is the batteryoperated tape recorderor dictaphone.For
some people, myself included, dictating
field notessavesa great deal of time while
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increasing the comprehensiveness of the report. Learning to dictate takes practice, effort, and critical review of early attempts.
Tape recorders must be used judiciously so
as not to become obtrusive and inhibit program processesor participant responses. A
tape recorder is much more useful for recording field notes in private than it is as an
instrument to be carried about at all times,
available to put a quick end to any conversation into which the observer enters.
Portable computers have emerged as a
fieldwork tool that can facilitate writing
field notes. Cameras have become standard
accessories in fieldwork. Photographs can
help in recalling things that have happened
as well as vividly capturing the setting for
others. Digital photography and advances
in printing and photocopying now make it
possible to economically reproduce photographs in resean:hand evaluation reports.
In the wilderness education evaluation, I
officially became the group photographer,
making photographs available to all of the
participants. This helped legitimize taking
photographs and reduced the extent to
which other people felt it necessaryto carry
their own cameras at all times, particularly
at times when it was possible that the equipment might be damaged. Looking at photographs during analysis helped me recall the
details of certain activities that I had not
fully recorded in my written notes. I relied
heavily on photographs to add details to descriptions of places where critical events occurred in the Grand Canyon initiation story I
wrote about coming of age in modem society (patton 1999a).
Video photography is another technological innovation that has become readily accessible and common enough that it can
sometimes be:used unobtrusively. For example, in a formative evaluation of a staff training program I used videotapes to provide vi-

sua! feedback to staff. Videotaping classrooms, training sessions, therapeutic interactions, and a host of other observational
targets can sometimes be less intrusive than
a note-taking evaluator. We had great successtaking videos of mothers and children
playing together in early childhood education centers. Of course, use of such equipment must be negotiated with program staff
and participants, but the creative and judicious use of technology can greatly increase
the quality of field observations and the utility of the observational recold to others.
Moreover, comfort with tape recorders and
video camerashas made it increasingly posStoleto use such technology without undue
intrusion when observing prograIns where
professionals are the participants. In addition, sometimes videotapes originally done
for researchor evaluation can subsequently
be used for fuhlre training, program development, and public relations, making the
costs more manageable because of added
uses and benefits. Evaluators learn to balancecosts against benefits and look for multiple uses of more expensive techniques
where there is a need to make judicious decisions about reducing expenses.
VISual technology can add an important
dimension to fieldwork if the observer
knows how to use such technology and uses
it well-for there is much to learn beyond
how to click the camera or turn on the video
recolder, especially about integrating and
analyzing visual data within a larger fieldwork context (Ball and Smith 1992).Moreover, a downside to visual technology has
emerged, since it is now possible to not only
caphlre images on film and video but also
change and edit those images in ways that
distort. In his extensive review of "v]sua\ ,

methods"in qualitativeinquiry, Douglas
,1
tha . J
Harper (2<XX»concludes that "now
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agescanbe createdand/or changeddigi-!:
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tally, the connection between image and
'trUth' has been forever severed" (p. 721).
This means that issuesof credibility apply to
using and reporting visual data as they do to
other kinds of data.
Perhaps the ultimate in observer technology for fieldwork is the Stenomask, a
sound-shielded microphone attached to a
portable tape recorder that is worn on a
shoulder strap. The handle of the Stenomask
contains the microphone switch. The
Stenomask allows the observer to talk into
the recorder while an activity is occurring
without people in the areabeing able to hear
the dictation. Its use is limited to external,
onlooker observations, as the following passagemakes clear.

1Woprocedures precede any data taking. The
first is orientation of the subject and as many
other persons in the environment as are likely
to be present during observations. . . . During
this phase, the observer goes into the habitat
and behaves exactly as he or she will during
the actual recording. They wear the Stenomask, follow the subject about and run the
madtine, taking mock records. The purpose of
theseactivities is exactly what is implied in the
title, to adapt the subject and others in the environment to the presenceof the observer and
to reduce the effects of that presenceto as near
zero as possible. The cardinal rule of the observer during this time is to be completely
nonresponding. It has been demonstrated
over and over again that if the observer continues to resist all social stimuli from the subject
and others (and some will occur despite the
most careful orientation) by simply keeping
the mask in place, looking busily at work and
remaining nonrespond- ing, both subjects and
others soon ceaseemitting stimuli to the observer and come to truly accept him or her as a
present and sometimes mobile but completely
nonresponding part of the environment, per-
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hapssomewhatlike a rolling chair.(Scottand
Eklund 1979:9-11).
The imagery of a fieldworker following a
subject around through a day wearing a
Stenomask offers a stark contrast to that of
the traditional anthropologist doing participant observation and trying covertly to
write notes during informal field interviews. Taking field notes can be nearly as intrusive as wearing a Stenomask, as illustrated in the fieldwork of anthropologist
Carlos Castaneda. In the passage below,
Castaneda (1973)reports on his negotiations
with Don Juan to become his Native Indian
key informant on sorcery and indigenous
drugs. The young anthropologist records
that Don Juan "looked at me piercingly."
"What are you doing in your pocket?" he
asked,frowning. " Are you playing with your
whanger?"
He was referring to my taking noteson a
minute pad inside the enormouspocketsof
my windbreaker.
When I told him what I was doing he
laughedheartily.
I saidthat I did not want to disturb him by
writing in front of him.
"ff you want to write, write," he said."You
don't disturb me." (pp. 21-22)

Whetherone usesmodern technologyto
support fieldwork or simply writes down
what is occurring,somemethod of keeping
track of what is observedmust be established.In addition, the natureof the recording system must be worked out in accordancewith the participant observer'srole,
the purposeof the study,and consideration
of how the data-gatheringprocesswill affect
the activities and personsbeing observed.
Many of theseissuesand proceduresmust
be worked out during the initial phase(entry period) of fieldwork.
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Stages of Fieldwork

Thus far, fieldwork has been descn"bedas if
it were a single, integrated experience. Certainly, when fieldwork goes well it flows
with a certain continuity, but it is useful to
look at the evolution of fieldwork through
identifiable stages.Three stagesare most often discussed in the participant observation
literature: the entry stage, the routinization
of data-gathering period, and the closing
stage. The following sections explore each
of these stages, again using evaluative research as the primary example.

Entry Into the Field
The writings of anthropologists sometimes present a picture of the early period of
fieldwork that reminds me of the character
in Franz Kafka's haunting novel The Castle.
Kafka's character is a wandering stranger,
K., with no more identity than that initial. He
doesn't belong anywhere, but when he arrives at the castlehe wants to become part of
that world. His efforts to make contact with
the faceless authorities who run the castle
lead to frustration and anxiety. He can't
quite figure out what is going on, can't break
through their vaguenessand impersonal nature. He doubts himself; then he gets angry
at the way he is treated; then he feels guilty,
blaming himself for his inability to break
through the ambiguous procedures for entry. Yet, he remains determined to make
sense out of the incomprehensible regulations of the castle. He is convinced that, after
all, where there are rules-and he does find
that there are rules-they must fit together
somehow, have some meaning, and manifest some underlying logic. There must be
some way to make contact, to satisfy the
needs of the authorities, to find some pattern
of behavior that will permit him to be ac-

cepted. If only he could figure out what to
do, if only he could understand the rules,
then he would happily do what he was supposed to do. Such are the trials of entry into
the field.
Entry into the field for evaluation researchinvolves two separateparts: (1) negotiation with gatekeepers,whoever they may
be, about the nature of the fieldwork to be
done and (2) actual physical entry into the
field setting to begin collecting data. These
two parts are closely related, for the negotiations with gatekeepers will establish the
rules and conditions for how one goes about
playing the role of observer and how that
role is defined for the people being observed. In traditional scholarly fieldwork for
the purpose of basic or applied research,the
investigator unilaterally decides how best to
conduct the fieldwork. In evaluation studies, the evaluator will need to take into account the perspectives and interests of the
primary intended users of the evaluation. In
either case,interactions with those who control entry into the field are primarily strategic, figuring out how to gain entry while preserving the integrity of the study and the
investigator's interests. The degree of difficulty involved varies depending on the purpose of the fieldwork and the expected or
real degree of resistanceto the study. Where
the field researcher expects cooperation.
gaining entry may be largely a matter of establishing trust and rapport. At the other
end of the continuum are those researchsettings where considerable resistance, even
hostility, is expected, in which casegaining
entry becomes a matter of "infiltrating the
setting" (Douglas 1976:167).And sometimes
entry is simply denied. A doctoral student
had negotiations for entry end abruptly in a
school district where she had developed
good relationships with school personnel
and negotiations appeared to be going well.
She later learned that she was denied entry
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far into the negotiation process because of
community opposition. The local community had had a very bad experience with a
university researcher more than 20 years
earlier and still viewed all research with
great suspicion.
A major difference between the entry process in anthropological or sociological research and the entry process for evaluation
researchis the extent to which fieldworkers
are free to make up whatever story they
want to about the purpose of the study. In
scholarly research, the investigators represent only themselves and so they are relatively free to say whatever they want to say
about why they are doing the research
guided by the ethics of their discipline with
regard to informed consent. The usual
cross-cultural explanation is some variation
of '1'm here becauseI would like to understand you better and learn about your way
of life because the people from my culture
would like to know more about you." While
anthropologists admit that such an explanation almost never makes senseto indigenous
peoples in other cultures, it remains a mainstay initial explanation until mutual reciprocities can be established with enough local people for the observation process to
become established and accepted in its own
right.
Evaluators and action researchers,however,are not just doing fieldwork out of personal or professional interest. They are doing the fieldwork for some decision makers
and infom\ation users who may be either
known or unknown to the people being
studied. It becomescritical, then, that evaluators, their funders, and evaluation users
give careful thought to how the fieldwork is
going to be presented.
,;;,

Because the word efJa1uationhas such neg-

ative connotations for many people, having
had negative experiences being evaluated,
for example, at school or work, it may be ap-
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propriate to consider some other term to describe the fieldwork. In our onlooker,
nonparticipatory observations for an implementation study of early childhood programs in Minnesota, we descnbed our role
to local program participants and staff as follows:

We're here to be the eyes and ears for state legislators. They can't get around and visit all the
programs throughout the state, so they've
asked us to come out and describe for them
what you're doing. That way they can better
understand the programs they have funded.
We're not here to make any judgments about
whether your particular programs is good or
bad. We arejust here to be the eyesand earsfor
the legislature so that they can seehow the legislation they've passed has turned into real
programs. This is your chance to inform them
and give them your point of view.

Other settings lend themselves to other
terms that are less threatening than evaluator.
Sometimes a fieldwork project can be described as documentation.Another term I've
heard used by community-based evaluators
is processhistorian. In the wilderness educa-

tion programI was a full participant 0bserver, and staff described my role to participants as "keeper of the community record,"
making it clear that I was not there to evaluate individual participants. The staff of the
project explained that they had asked me to
join the project because they wanted someone who did not have direct ego involvement in the successor outcomes of the program to observe and describe what went on,
both becausethey were too busy running the
program to keep detailed notes about what
occurred and because they were too involved with what happened to be able to
look at things dispassionately. We had
agreed from the beginning that the commu-

nity record I produced would be accessible
to participants as well as staff.
In none of these casesdid changing the
language automatically make the entry processsmooth and easy.Earlier in this chapter,
I described our attempt to be viewed as "educational researchers" in evaluating a community leadership program. Everyone figured out almost immediately that we were
really evaluators- and that's what participants called us. Regardless of the story told
or the terms used, the entry period of fieldwork is likely to remain "the first and most
uncomfortable stage of field work" (Wax
1971:15).It is a time when the observer is getting used to the new setting, and the people
in that setting are getting used to the observer. Johnson (1975) suggests that there
are two reasonswhy the entry stage is both
so important and so difficult:
First, the achievement of successful entree is a
precondition for doing the research. Put simply, no entree, no research. . . . (P]ublished reports of researchers' entree experiences
describe seemingly unlimited contingencies
which may be encountered, ranging from being gleefully accepted to being thrown out on
one's ear. But there is a more subtle reason
why the matter of one's entrance to a research
setting is seen as so important. This concerns
the relationship between the initial entree to
the setting and the validity of the data that is
subsequently collected. The conditions under
which an initial entree is negotiated may have
important consequencesfor how the research
is socially defined by the members of the setting. These social definitions will have a bearing on the extent to which the members trust a
social researcher,and the existence of relations
of trust between an observer and the members
of a setting is essential to the production of an
objective report, one which retains the integrity of the actor!s perspective and its social
context. (pp SO-51)

While the observer must learn how to behave in the new setting, the people in that
setting are deciding how to behave toward
the observer. Mutual trust, respect, and cooperation are dependent on the emergence
of an exchange relationship, or reciprocity
Gorgensen 1989:71; Gallucci and Perugini
2000), in which the observer obtains data
and the people being observed find something that makes their cooperation worthwhile, whether that something is a feeling of
importance from being observed, useful
feedback, pleasure from interactions with
the observer, or assistancein some task. This
reciprocity model of gaining entry assumes
that some reason can be found for participants to cooperate in the research and that
some kind of mutual exchange can occur.
Infiltration lies at the opposite end of the
continuum from a negotiated, reciprocity
model of entry. Many field settings are not
open to observation based on cooperation.
Douglas (1976:167-71)has described a number of infiltration strategies, including
"worming one's way in," "using the crowbar to pry them open for our observations,"
showing enough IIsaintly submissiveness"
to make members guilty enough to provide
help, or playing the role of a "spineless
boob" who could never possibly hurt the
people being observed. He has also suggested using various ploys of misdirection
where the researcher diverts people's attention away from the real purpose of the study.
There is also the "phased-entree tactic" by
which the researcher who is refused entree
to one group begins by studying another
group until it becomes possible to get into
the group that is the real focus of the researcher's attention, for example, begin by
observing children in a school when what
you really want to observe are teachers or
administrators.
Often the best approach for gaining
entree is the "known sponsor approach."

..
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periencethe samesocializationprocessthat
regular participants experienceby becoming part of the initiation processand timing
their observationsto coincidewith the beginning of a program. Such timing makes
the evaluator one amonga number of novicesand substantiallyreducesthe disparity
betweenthe evaluator'sknowledgeand the
knowledgeof other participants.
Beginningtheprogramwith otherparticipants,however,doesnot assurethe evaluator of equalstatus.Someparticipantsmaybe
suspiciousthat real difficulties experienced
by the evaluator as a noviceparticipantare
phony-that the evaluator is play-acting,
only pretending to have difficulty. On the
first day of my participation in the wilderness education program, we had our first
backpackingexperience.Thestaffleaderbegan by explaining that "your backpackis
your friend." I managedto both pack and
adjustmy" friend" incorrectly.As a result,as
soonaswe hit the trail, I found that the belt
around my waist holding the backpackon
my hips was so tight that my friend was
making my legsfall asleep.I had to stopseveral times to adjust the pack. Becauseof
thesedelaysand otherdifficulties I washaving with theweight and carriageof thepack,
I ended up as the last participant along the
trail. Thenext morning when the group was
deciding who should carry the map and
walk at the front of the group to learn map
reading,oneof theparticipantsimmediately
volunteered my name. "Let Patton do it.
Thatway he can'thangbackat theendof the
group to observethe restof us." No amount
of protest from me seemedto convincethe
participants that I had ended up behind
themall becauseI washavingtroublehiking
(working out my "friendship" with my
backpack).TheywereconvincedI had taken
that position asa strategicplacefrom which
to evaluatewhat washappening.It is well to
remember,then, that regardlessof the na-
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ture of the fieldwork, during the entry stage
more than at any other time, the observeris
alsothe observed.
What You Say and What You Do
Fieldworkers' actions speak louder than
their words. Researchers necessarily plan
strategies to present themselves and their
function, but participant reactions to statements about the researcher'srole are quickly
superseded by judgments based on how the
person actually behaves.
The relative importance of words versus
deeds in establishing credibility is partly a
function of the length of time the observer
expects to be in a setting. For some direct onlooker observations, thefieldworker may be
present in a particular program for only a
few hours or a day. The entry problem in
such casesis quite different from the situation where the observer expectsto be participating in the program over some longer period of time, as anthropologist Rosalie Wax
has noted:
All field workers are concerned about explaining their presence and their work to a host of
people. "How shall I introduce myse1f?" they
wonder, or, "what shall I say I am doing?" If
the field worker plans,to do a very rapid and
efficient survey, questions like these are extremely important. The manner in which an
interviewer introduces himself, the precise
words he uses, may mean the difference between a first-rate job and a failure. . . . But if the
field worker expectsto engagein some variety
of participant observation, to develop and
maintain long-term relationships, to do a
study that involves the enlargement of his
own understanding, the best thing he can do is
relax and remember that most sensible people
do not believe what a stranger tells them. In
the long run, his host will judge and trust him,
not because of what he says about himself or

about his research,but by the style in which he
lives and acts, by the way in which he heats
them. In a somewhat shorter run, they will ac£ept or tolerate him because some relative,
"f;fei\d.- or person they respect has recommended him to them. (Wax Im:365)

William Foote Whyte (1984:37-63)has ex-

tracted and summarized entry strategies
used in a number of groundbreaking sociological studies, including the Lynds' study
of Middletown, W. Uoyd Warner's study of
Yankee City, Burleigh Gardner's fieldwork
in the deep South, Elliot Liebow's hanging
around Tally's Corner, Elijah Anderson's
fieldwork in a Black neighborhood, Ruth
Horowitz's study of a Chicano neighborhood, Robert Cole's work in Japan, and
Whyte's own experiences in Cornerville.
They each had to adapt their entry strategy
to the local setting and they all ended up
changing what they had planned to do as
they learned from the initial responses to
their efforts to gain acceptance.Theseexamples from those who paved for way for modern fieldworkers demonstrate the importance of careful attention to entry and the
variety of approaches that are possible. The
next section presents a concrete example
from an evaluation by Joyce Keller.
AN ENTRY CASE EXAMPLE:
THE PART-TIME OBSERVER
Introduction. The previous section contrasted the
entry challengesfor the cme-shotonlooker observer
with those of the long-term participant observer,
but a great deal of middle ground exists between
theseextremes.In this section, JoyceKeller, a senior
staff member of the Minnesota Center .for Social
Researchat the time, describesher entry into fieldwork as a pari-time observer.4Becauselimitations
of time and resources are common in evaluation,

many situations

call

for a part-time

obsmJer.

Joyce's reflections capture some of the special entry
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be notified in the event of schedule changes.
I would have firmly in mind that a subgroup
was to meet on Tuesday at 10:00a.m. in a certain place. I would arrive to find no one
word can describemy role, at least
in a recentevaluationassignment: there. Later, I would discover that on Monday the meeting had been changed to
Wednesday afternoon and no one had been
nor an outsider
coming in for a
delegated to tell me. At no time did I seriI was to allocate apously feel that the changes were planned to
six hours a week for seven
exclude me; on the contrary, the members'
contrition about their oversight seemed
"'groupof 23 professionals in an educaquite genuine. They had simply forgotten
setting. At first, the ambiguity was
me.
my side: What, really, was I to do?
Another area of sudden change that
too busy in the beginning with decaused me difficulty was in policy and protime to concedure. What had seemed to be firm commine. Later on, as I became accusmitments on ways to proceed or tasks to be
about
tackled were being ignored. I came to realize
that
while a certain amount of this instability
their eyes, I served no useful purpose
was inherent in the program itself, other
see.I was in the way a great
shifts in direction were outgrowths of planfune inhibiting their private conning sessionsI had not attended or had not
On the other hand, they apheard the results from after they had octo be concerned about what I was
curred. Therefore, keeping current became
-befor me a high-priority activity. Not to do so
- to greet me as I came in, to
would have added to my feeling of ambiguwhen missed a team meeting.
ity. Also, if I had not operated with a certain
part of the group nor a separate,redegree of self-confidence, I would have felt
somehow at fault for coming to a meeting at
force.
the wrong time or place or assuming that a
their interaction perhaps six
certain decision, which the team had previously made, was still valid.
to develop a senseof when ~to be ~egan
my observation of this team in its
':, to choose
amonggroupmeetings, fom\ative stage. Had I begun after the team
meetings,and activitieswhen all
was well established, my difficulties would
to cometogether.At the
have been greater. Nevertheless, many of
the team members were already well ac..
quainted with each other; all had been em"Flexible"wastheway I cameto
ployees of the same school district over a pemy weekly schedule;others,not as
riod of time. They were much better versed
, would probably have defined it
in what they had come together to accom"
plish than I, whose only orientation was
as I filled my
reading the proposal which, upon acceptance, had brought them together. I found
list to
also that the proposal and the way they
associatedwith this "now you're here,
're gone" role.

-"
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velop a senseof what was or was not important to record. When I relaxed more and
aimed for the tone of the meeting my understanding of the group increased. I had to realize that, as a part-time observer, it was impossible for me to understand all of what
was said. My decision frequently was to let
this portion of the meeting pass or to jot
down a reminder to myself to ask clarifying
questions later.
Side-stepping sensitive questions from
both leaders and team members had to be
developed into a fine art. As I became more
finely tuned to the interactions, and most became aware that I was, I was frequently que..
ried asto my perceptions of a particular individual or situation. On one occasion,I found
a team member jumping into an elevator to
ride two floors with me in a direction he
didn't want to go so that he could ask me privately what I thought of another team member. My response was, "I think she's a very
interesting person," or something equally
innocuous, and received from him a highly
raised eyebrow, since the woman in question had just behaved in a very peculiar
manner at the meeting we had both just attended.
In-depth interviews with each team
member began in the fourth month of my
observation and was the mechanism which
filled in many of the gaps in my understanding. The timing was perfect: I had gained
enough familiarity with both personnel and
project by that time so that I was knowledgeable, they had come to trust me, and they
still cared deeply about the project. (This
caring diminished for some as the project
year drew to a close without any real hopes
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for a secondyear.)My interwas intentionally simple and
What I wanted most was for

tions and conditionsreinforcedfor me what
were sometimesat bestonly vagueperceptions. Teammemberswho appearedto be
passiveand quiet when I sawthem at group
meetings were often referred to by their
team members as hard-working and creativewhen they wereout in the field. Theinterviews also helped me becomeaware of
misconceptionson my part causedby seeing
only part of the picture, due to time constraints.
Theexperiencewasanew onefor me,that
of part-time observer.Quite frankly, this
modeof evaluationprobablywill neverbea
favorite one.On the other hand,it provided
a picture that no "snap-shot" evaluation
methodcouldhaveaccomplishedasinteractions changedover time and in a situation
wherethe full participant observerrole was
clearlynot appropriate.

amount of new information diminthe six weeks or so that
performanceunquestionably ditoo as the weekswent on. It was
and interestingas I
deperceptionsand incidents which I
timesbefore.
, the interviews appear in
to have beena necessarytool of
Bit by bit teammemfilled in holes in my information and
'!referencesto particular situa-

~

of Fieldwork:

Dynamics of the Second Stage

W

hat did you learn in your readingstoday?" askedMasterHalcolm.
"We learned

step," replied

that a journey

of a thousand

the learners.

" Ah, yes,the importanceof be~gs,"

miles

begins

with

the first

smiled Halcolm.

"Yet I am puzzled," said a learner."YesterdayI read that thereare a
thousandbe~gs
for every ending."
" Ah, yes,the importanceof seeinga thing through to the end:
Halcolm.

"But

:/

which

is

more

important

to

begin

317

or

afflrmed

end?"

"1Wogreatself-deceptionsare assertedby the world's self-congratulators:
that the hardestand most important stepis the first and that the greatestand
most resplendentstepis the last.
"While everyjourney must have a first and last step,my experienceis that
what ultimately determinesthe nature and enduring value of the journey are
the stepsin between.Eachstephasits own value and importance.Bepresent
for the whole journey,learnersthat you are.Bepresentfor the whole journey."
-Halcolm
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During the second stage, after the
fieldworker has establisheda role and purpose,the focusmovesto high-quality data
gathering and opportunistic investigation
following emergentpossibilitiesand building on what is observedand learned each
stepalong the way. The observer,no longer
caughtup in adjustmentsto the newnessof
the field setting,beginsto really seewhat is
going on insteadof just looking around.As
Florence' ghtingalesaid, "Merely looking
at the si is not observing."
"ing the secondstageas "routinizatio of fieldwork" probablyoverstates
the cas In emergent designs and everdeepeninginquiry, the human tendencytoward routinesyields to the ups and downs
of new discoveries,fresh insights, sudden
doubts, and ever-presentquestioning of
others-and often of self. Discipline is
neededto maintain high-quality,up-to-date
field notes.Opennessand perseveranceare
needed to keepexploring,looking deeper,
diverging broader,and focusing narrower,
always going where the inquiry and data
take you. Fieldwork is intellectually challenging at times, mind-numbingly dull at
times, and for many, an emotional roller
coaster.Appendix 9.1 at the end of Chapter 9," A Documenter'sPerspective,"offers
the reflectionsof a participant observerconducting a schoolevaluationand grappling
with changesin fieldwork over time.
One of the things that canhappenin the
courseof fieldwork is the emergenceof a
strongfeelingof connectionwith the people
being studied. As you cometo understand
thebehaviors,ideals,anxieties,and feelings
of otherpeople,you may find yourselfidentifying with their lives,their hopes,andtheir
pain. This senseof identification and connection can be a natural and logical consequenceof having establishedrelationships
of rapport, trust, and mutuality. For me,that

awakeningidentification involves somerealization of how much I have in common
with thesepeoplewhoseworld I havebeen
permitted to enter. At times during fieldwork I feel a greatseparationfrom the people I'm observing,then at othertimesI feela
strongsenseof our commonhwnanity. Fora
fieldworker to identify, however briefly,
with the peoplein a settingor for an evaluator to identify with the clientsin a program
canbe a startling experiencebecausesocial
scienceobserversare often quite separated
from thosethey study by education,experience,confidence,and income.Such differencessometimesmake the world of programsas exoticto evaluatorsas nonliterate
culturesareexoticto anthropologists.
There come times, then, when a fieldworker must deal with his or her own feelings about and perspectiveson the people
being observed.Part of the sorting-outprocessof fieldwork is establishingan understanding of the relationship between the
observedand the observer.When that happens,and asit happens,thepersoninvolved
in fieldwork may be no lessstartledthanJosephConrad'sinfamouscharacterMarlowe
in Heartof Darkness.
Marlowe had followed
Kurtz, the European ivory trader, up the
deepriver into the Congowhere Kurtz had
establishedhimselfasa mangodto thetribal
peoplethere.He usedhis positionto acquire
ivory, but to maintain his position he had to
perform the indigenous rituals of human
sacrificeand cannibalism.Marlowe, deeply
enmeshedin the racism of his culture and
time, was initially horrified by the darkness
of the jungle and its peoples, but as he
watched the rituals of those seemingsavages,he found an emergentidentification
with them and even entertainedthe suspicion that theywerenotinhuman.He became
aware of a linkage between himself and
them:
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a distinction between those who are paid for
their responsibilities in the program (staff)
and those who are primarily recipients of
what the program has to offer (participants).
Sociologically, it makes sense that staff and
participants would be differentiated, creating a distance that can evolve into conflict or
distrust. Participants will often view the
evaluator asno different from the staff or administratio~ or even the funding sources
-virtually
any group except the participants. H the evaluator observer is attempting to experience the program as a participant special effort will be required make
participation real and meaningful and to
become accepted, even trusted, by other
participants. On the other hand, staff and
administrators may be suspicious of the
evaluator's relationships with funders or
board members.
The point is not to be naive about the tangled web of relationships the participant observer will experience and to be thoughtful
about how fieldwork, data quality, and the
overall inquiry are affected by these connections and interrelationships, all of which
have to be negotiated.
Lofland (1971)has suggested that participant observers can reduce suspicion and
fear about a study by becoming openly
aligned with a single broad grouping within
a setting while remaining aloof from that
grouping's own internal disputes.

Thus, known observers of medical schools
have aligned themselves only with the medical students, rather than attempting to participate extensively with both faculty and
students. In mental hospitals, known observers have confined themselves IaIgelY to mental patients and restricted their participation
with staff. To attempt to participate with both,
extensively and simultaneously, would probably have generated suspicion about the Db-

serversamongpeopleon both sidesof those
fences.(pp. 96-97)
In contrast to Lofland's advice, in evaluating the wilderness education program I
found myself moving back and forth between a full participant role, where I was
identified primarily as a participant, and a
full staff role, where I was identified primarily with those who carried responsibility for
directing the program. During the first field
conference, I took on the role of full participant and made as visible aspossible my allegiance to fellow participants while maintaining distance from the staff. Over time,
however, as my personal relationships with
the staff increased, I became more and more
aligned with the staff. This coincided with a
change of emphasis in the evaluation itself,
with the earlier part of the fieldwork being
directed at describing the participant experience and the latter part of the fieldwork being aimed at describing the workings of the
staff and providing formative feedback.
However, I was always aware of a tension, both within myself and within the
group at large, about the extent to which I
was a participant or a staff member. I found
that as my observational skills became increasingly valued by the program staff I had
to more consciously and actively resist their
desire to have me take on a more active and
explicit st4ff role. They also made occasional
attempts to use me as an informer, trying to
seduce me into conversations about particular participants. The ambiguities of my role
were never fully resolved. I suspect that
such ambiguities were inherent in the situation and are to be expected in many evaluation fieldwork experiences.
Managing field relationships involves a
different setof dynamics when the inquiry is
collaborative or participatory. Under such
designs, where the researcher involves 0thers in the setting in fieldwork, a great deal of
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consists of facilitating the interac" co-inquirers, supporting
their
-'
efforts, ongoing training in

researchers, and monitoring data
'.
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researcher's own time for field-' will affect how others in the setthose who aten't participatory or colJ,view the inquiry and
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.
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Informants
the mainstaysof much fieldwork
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,
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-.
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I
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-

,

.
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0

I to avoid arousinghostility or an-
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tagonisms among those who may resent or
distrust the special relationships between
the fieldworker and the key informant. Indeed,how-and how much-to make visible this relationship involves strategic thinking about how others will react and how
their reactions will affect the inquiry. There's
no formal announcement that the "position"
of key informant is open, or that it's been
filled; the key informant is simply that person or those persons with whom the researcher or evaluator is likely to spend considerable time.
Key informants must be trained or developed in their role, not in a formal sense,but
because they will be more valuable if they
understand the purpose and focus of the inquiry, the issues and questions under investigation, and the kinds of information that
are needed and most valuable. Anthropologists Pelto and Pelto (1978) made this point
in reflecting on their own fieldwork:
We noticed that humans differ in their willingness as well as their capabilities for verbally expressing cultural information. ConRquently, the anthropologist usually finds that
only a small number of individuals in any
community are good key informants. Someof
the capabilities of key informants are systematically developed by the field workers, as
they train the informants to conceptualize cultural data in the frame of reference employed
by anthropologists. . . . The key informant
gradually learns the rules of behavior in a
role vis-A-vis the interviewer-anthropologist
(p. 72)

The dangerin cultivating and using key
informants is that the researdlercomesto
rely on them too much and losessight of the
fact that their perspectivesare necessarily
limited, selective,and biased.Data from informants representperceptions,not truths.
Information obtained from key informants
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should be clearly specified as such in the
field notesso that the researcher'sobservations and thoseof the informantsdo not become confounded.This may seemlike an
obviouspoint, and it is, but over weeksand
monthsof fieldwork it canbecomedifficult
to decipher what information came from
what sourcesunlessthe fieldworker has a
routine system for documenting sources
and usesthat systemwith great discipline,
thoroughness,and care.
Key informantscanbe particularly helpful in learningaboutsubgroupsto which the
observerdoesnot or cannothave direct access.During the secondyear of the wilderness education program, one informal
group, m~tly women, dubbed themselves
the "turtles" to set themselvesapart from
participants,mostly men,who had moreexperiencein the wilderness and wanted to
hike at a fast pace,climb the highestpeaks,
or otherwisedemonstratetheir prowess-a
group they called somewhatdisparagingly
the "truckers" (trucks being unwelcomein
the wilderness).Having had a full year of
wildernessexperiencesthe first year of the
program,I didn't qualify to becomean intimate part of the turtles. I thereforeestablishedan informant relationshipwith oneof

the turtles, who willingly kept me informed
about the details of what went on m that
group. Without that key informant relationship, I would have missed some very important information about the kinds of experiences the turtle participants were having
and the significance of the project to them.
While being part of any setting necessarily mvolves personal choicesabout social relationships and political choicesabout group
alliances, the emphasis on making strategic
decisions m the field should not be mterpreted as suggesting that the conduct of
qualitative researchm naturalistic settings is
an ever-exciting game of chess in which
players and pieces are manipulated to accomplish some ultimate goal. Fieldwork certainly mvolves times of both exhilaration
and frustration, but the dominant motifs in
fieldwork are bald work, long hours to both
do observations and keep up-to-date with
field notes, enormous discipline, attention
to details, and concentration on the mundane and day-to-day. The routinization of
fieldwork is a time of concentrated effort
and immersion in gathering data. Alas, let
the truth be told: The gathering of field
data involves very little glory and an abundance of nose-to-the-grindstone drudgery.

Bringing Fieldwork to a Oose

W

ell, I've gotten to the end of the subject-<>fthe page-of your
patienceand my time.
-Alice

B. Toklas in a letter to Elizabeth Hansen, 1949

m traditional scholarlyfieldwork within
anthropologyand sociology,it canbe difficult to predict how long fieldwork will last.
The major determinantof the length of the
fieldwork is the investigator's own resources,interests, and needs. Evaluation
and action researchtypically have quite spe-

cific reporting deadlines,stated in a contract, that affectthe length of and resources
available for fieldwork, and the intended
usesof evaluativefindings.
In the previoussection,we looked at the
manycomplexrelationshipsthat getformed
during fieldwork, relationshipswith key in.
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was observed show up more in the field
notes. Someof these explanations have been
offered by others; some occur directly to the
observer. In short, analysis and interpretation will have begun even before the observer has left the field.
Chapter 9 discussesanalysis strategies at
length. At this point, I simply want to recognize the fact that data gathering and analysis
flow together in fieldwork, for there is usually no definite, fully anticipated point at
which data collection stops and analysis begins. One processflows into the other. As the
observer gains confidence in the quality and
meaningfulness of the data, sophisticated
about the setting under study, and aware
that the end draws near, additional data collection becomes increasingly selective and
strategic.
As fieldwork draws to a close, the researcheris increasingly concerned with verification of already-collected data and less
concerned with generating new inquiry
leads. While in naturalistic inquiry one
avoids imposing preconceived analytical
categories on the data, asfieldwork comesto
an end, experience with the setting will usually have led to thinking about prominent
themes and dimensions that organize what
has been experienced and observed. These
emergent ideas, themes, concepts, and dimension&-generated inductively through
fieldwork-can also now be deepened, further examined, and verified during the closure period in the field.
Guba (1978) has described fieldwork as
moving back and forth between the discovery mode and the verification mode like a
wave. The ebb and flow of researchinvolves
moving in and out of periods when the investigator is open to new inputs, generative
data, and opportunistic sampling to periods
when the investigator is testing out hunches,
fine-tuning conceptualization, sifting ideas,
and verifying explanations.

..
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When fieldwork has gone well the observer gt?ws increasingly confident that
things make senseand beginsto believe in
the data. Glaser and Strauss(1967),commenting on groundedtheory asan outcome
of fieldwork, have describedthe feelings
that the traditional field observer has as
fieldwork movesto a close,data-basedpatterns have emerged,and the whole takes
shape:

search

The continual intermeshing of data collection
and analysis has direct bearing on how the research is brought to a close. When the researcher is convinced that his cOnceptual
framework forn"lSa systematic theory, that it is
a reasonably accurate statement of the matter
studied, that it is couched in a form possible
for others to use in studying a similar area, and
that he can publish his results with confidence, then he has neared the end of his reWhy does the researcher trust what he

knows? . . . They are his perceptions, his personal experiences, and his own hard-won
analyses.A field worker knows that he knows,
not only becausehe has been in the field and
becausehe has carefully discovered and generated hypotheses, but also because "in his
bones" he feels the worth of his final analysis.
He has been living with partial analyses for
many mOnths, testing them each step of the
way, until he has built this theory. What is
more, if he has participated in the social life of
is subject, then he has been living by his anal yses,testing them not only by observation and
interview but also by daily living. (pp. 224-25)

This representation of bringing a
grounded theory inquiry to a close represents the scholarly inquiry ideal. In the
"contracteddeliverables"world of program
evaluation,with limited time and resources,
andreportingschedulesthat maynot permit
asmuch fieldwork asis desirable,the evalu-

ator may have to bring the fieldwork to a
close before that state of real confidence has
fully emerged. Nevertheless, I find that
there is a kind of Parkinson's law in fieldwork: As time nms out, the investigator
feels more and more the pressure of making
senseout of things, and some form of order
does indeed begin to emerge from the observations. This is a time to celebrate emergent
understandings even while retaining the
critical eye of the skeptic, especially useful
in questioning one's own confident conclusions.

Evaluation Feedback
In doing fieldwork for program evaluation, in contrast to theory-oriented scholarly
field research, the evaluator observer must
be concerned about providing feedback,
making judgments, and generating recommendations. Thus, asthe fieldwork draws to
a close,the evaluator observer must begin to
consider what feedback is to be given to
whom and how.
Giving feedback can be part of the verification process in fieldwork. My own preference is to provide the participants and staff
with descriptions and analysis, verbally and
informally, and to include their reactions as
part of the data. Part of the reciprocity of
fieldwork can be an agreement to provide
participants with descriptive information
about what has been observed. I find that
participants and staff are hungry for such information and fascinated by it. I also find
that I learn a great deal from their reactions
to my descriptions and analyses. Of course,
it's neither possible nor wise to report everything one has observed. Moreover, the informal feedback that occurs at or near the end
of fieldwork will be different from the findings that are reported formally based on the
more systematic and rigorous analysis that
must go on once the evaluator leaves the
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three to-day field conferences
were

out over a year) to discusswhat we
observedand to shareinterpretations
thoseobservations.At the very first
session,the staff reactionwas, "1
that in the middle of the
whenwe could havedonesomething
it. Why'd you hold back?We could
used what you've learned to change
there."
1 tried to explain that the implications of
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several times a year.
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lier during each field conference.During the
second field conference in the second year,
when a number of factors had combined to
make the program quite different from what
the staff had hoped for, the end-of-the-conference evaluation feedback session generated an unusual amount of frustration from
the staff because my analyses of what had
happened had not been shared earlier.
Again, I found some distrust of my insistence that those interpretations had
emerged later rather than sooner as the patterns became clear to me.
Evaluators who provide formative feedback on an ongoing basis need to be conscientious in resisting pressures to share findings and interpretations before they have
confidence about what they have observed
and sorted out important pattems-not certainty, but at least some degree of confidence.The evaluator is caught in a dilemma:
Reporting patterns before they are clearly
established may lead program staff to intervene inappropriately; withholding feedback
too long may mean that dysfunctional patterns become so entrenched that they are difficult, if not impossible, to change.
No ideal balancehas ever emerged for me
between continuing observations and providing feedback. T1rning feedback is a matter of judgment and strategy, and it depends
on the nature of the evaluator's relationship
with program staff and the nature of the
feedback, especially the balance between
what staff will perceive as negative and positive feedback. When in doubt, and where
the relationship between the evaluator and
program staff has not stabilized into one of
long-term trust, I counsel evaluator observers to err on the side of less feedback rather
than more. As often happens in social relationships, negative feedback that was wrong
is long remembered and often recounted.
On the other hand, it may be a measure of
the success of the feedback that program

~
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staff so fully adopt it that they make it their
own and ceaseto credit the insights of the
evaluator.
Once feedback is given, the role of the
evaluator changes.Those to whom the feedback was presented are likely to become
much more conscious of how their behavior
and language are being observed. Thus,
added to the usual effect of the fieldworker
on the setting being observed, this feedback
dimension of fieldwork increasesthe impact
of the evaluator observer on the setting in
which he or she is involved.
Though this problem of reactivity is accentuated in evaluation, it exists in any observational inquiry. As the researcher prepares to leave the field, and people react to
that imminent departure, the impact of the
researcher's presenceon the setting may become visible in new ways. Becausethose effects have been of such major concern to
people who engage in naturalistic inquiry,
the final section in this chapter considers this
question of how the observer affects what is
observed.

§ The Observer and
What Is Observed:
Unity and Separation
The question of how the observer affects
what is observed has natural as well as social science dimensions. The Heisenberg
uncertainty principle states that the instruments used to measure velocity and position of an electron alter the accuracy of measurement. When the scientist measures the
position of an electron, its velocity is
changed, and when velocity is measured, it
becomes difficult to capture precisely the
electron's position. The process of observing affects what is observed. These are real
effects, not just errors of perception or mea-

surement. The physical world can be altered
by the intrusion of the observer. How much
more, then, are social worlds changed by the
intrusion of fieldworkers?
The effects of observation vary depending on the nature of the observation, the type
of setting being studied, the personality and
procedures of the observer, and a host of unanticipated conditions. Nor is it simply in
fieldwork involving naturalistic inquiry that
scientific observers affect what is observed.
Experimentalists, survey researchers, costbenefit analysts, and psychologists who administer standardized tests all affect the situations into which they introduce data collection procedures. The issue is not whether
or not such effects occur; rather, the issue is
how to monitor those effects and take them
into consideration when interpreting data.
A strength of naturalistic inquiry is that
the observer is sufficiently a part of the situation to be able to understand personally
what is happening. Fieldworkers are called
on to inquire into and be reflective about
how their inquiry intrudes and how those
intrusions affect findings. But that's not always easy.Consider the caseof anthropologist Napoleon Chagnon, who did fieldwork
for a quarter century among the isolated and
primitive Yanomami fudians who lived
deep in the rain forest at the borders of
Venezuela and Brazil. He studied mortality
rates by dispensing steel goods, including
axes, as a way of persuading people to give
him the names of their dead relatives in violation of tribal taboos. Brian Ferguson, another anthropologist knowledgeable about
the Yanomami, believes that Chagnon's
fieldwork destabilized relationships among
villages, promoted warfare, and introduced
disease. Chagon denies these charges but
acknowledges extracting tribal secrets by
giving informants gifts like beads and
fishhooks, capitalizing on animosities between individuals, and bribing children for
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He gave away machetesin ex: blood samplesfor his genealogi-
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server's degree of participation in the
setting, the visibility and openness of fieldwork, and the duration of fieldwork (seeExThe long-term effects of his fieldluoit 6.1 earlier in this chapter) to anticipate
become a matter of spirited
certain of the situations that may arise and to
candcontroversywithin anthropolestablish
strategies for how those situations
- ; 'fiemey2000a,2000b).
will be handled. For example, I have been inend of the intrusion continvolved as a participant observer- evaluator
find those qualitative designs in a number of professional development
"intrusions" are intentionally deprograms where participants were expected
becausethe qualitative inquiry is
to exerciseincreasing control over the curricasanintendedform of desiredinterulum as the program evolved. Had I fully
. This is the case,for example,with
participated in such participatory decision
and participatory forms of inmaking, I could have influenced the direcwhich thosepeople in the setting
tion of the program. Anticipating that probare expectedto
lem and reviewing the implications with
by participation in the inquiry.
program staff, in each caseI decided not to
of participation and collaboparticipate actively in participant-led decibe designed and facilitated to
sion making to the full extent I might have
had I not been involved in the role of evaluawhatever findings they
tor observer. The participatory and empowby working together. In the
ering philosophy of these programs called
of participating in an evaluation,
for each participant to articulate interests
and help make happen those things that he
to learn the logic of researchand
or she wanted to have happen. In my role as
Skills
evaluator observer, I had to reduce the extent to which I acted out that philosophy so
and data collection,analyas to limit my impact on the direction of the
interpretation. Acquisition of reo. group. I aimed my involvement at a level
where I would not appear withdrawn from
impactthan the useof findings
the process, yet at the same time attempted
particular evaluation study. This
to minimize my influence, especially where
from the process" as an outcome
the group was divided on priorities.
and collaborative inquiry
Another example comes from evaluation
of a community leadership program men1997a:Chapter 5,1998,
tioned previously in this chapter. As a
three-person team of participant observers,
we participated fully in small-group leaderaffect coresearchers
ship exercises.When the groups in which we
, ~
participated were using concepts inappropriately or doing the exercise wrong, we
went along with what participants said and
did without making corrections. Had we re, however, when designmg the
ally been only parocipants--and not particimaking decisionsabout the obpant evaluators-we would have offered
..

-"

~
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correctionsand solutions. Thus, our roles
madeus morepassivethan we tendednaturally to bein ordernot to dominatethe small
groups.We had anticipated this possibility
in the design stageprior to fieldwork and
had agreedon this strategyat that time.
The role and impact of the evaluator observercan changeover the courseof fieldwork. Early in the wilderness program, I
kept a low profile during participant-led
planning discussions.Later in the program,
particularly during the final field conference
of the secondyear,I becamemore engaged
in discussionsabout the future direction of
the project.
Reporting on the relationship between
the observerand theobserved,then,and the
ways in which the observermay have affected the phenomenonobservedbecomes
part of the methodological discussion in
publishedfieldwork reportsand evaluation
studies. In that methodologicaldiscussion
(or the methods chapter of a dissertation),
the observerpresentsdata about the effects
of fieldwork on the setting and people
therein and also the observer'sperspective
on what has occurred. As Patricia Carini
(1975)has explained,such a discussionacknowledgesthat findings inevitably are influenced by the observer's point of view
during naturalisticinquiry:
The observer has a point of view that is central
to the datum and it is in the articulation-in
the revelation of his point of view-that the
datum of inquiry is assumed to emerge. In effect the observer is here construed as one moment of the datum and as such the fabric of his
thought is inextricably woven into the datum
as he is assumed to be constituent of its meaning. From this assumption it is possible to consider the relationship of the observer to the

only a few. All imply that the way in which a
person construes his relationship to the phenomenal world is a function of his point of view
about it. That is, relationship is not a given nor
an absolute, but depends upon a personal perspective. It is also true that perspective can
shift, the only necessity of a person's humanity being that he takes some stancein relationship to the events about him. (pp. 8-9)

Carini is here articulating the interdependence between the observer and what
is observed. Prior to data collection, the
fieldworker plans and strategizes about the
hoped-for and expected nature of that interdependence. But things don'talways unfold
as planned, so observers must make some
effort to observe themselves observingand record the effects of their observations
on the people observed and, no less important, reflect on changes they've experienced
from having been in the setting. This means
being able to balance observation with reflection and manage the tension between engagement and detachment.
Bruyn (1966), in his classic work on participant observation, articulated a basic
premise of participant observation: the "role
of the participant observer requires both
detachment and personal involvement"
(p. 14). To be sure, there is both tension and
ambiguity in this premise. How it plays out
in any given situation will depend on both
the observer and the phenomenon beingob-'
served.
Thus,
neutral observer who remains unmoved,

phenomena,the role of the participant

phenomenon under inquiry. Relatedness can
be stated in many ways: opposition, identity,

pIe in social situations; as a

proximity, interpenetration, isolation, to name

degreethe situation in which he

.
I
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observed-even if only by oneself.Sowe repeat Halcolm's refrain that opened this
chapter:
Go out into the world. Live among the peoples
of the world asthey live. Learn their language.
Participate in their rituals and routines. Taste
of the world. Smell it. Watch and listen. Touch
and be touched. Write down what you seeand
hear, how they think and how you feel.
Enter into the world. Observe and wonder.
Experience and reflect. To understand a world
you must become part of that world while at
the same time remaining separate, a part of
and apart from.
Go then, and return to tell what you see
and hear, what you learn, and what you come
to understand.

§

Summary Guidelines
for Fieldwork

A readerwho cameto this chapterlooking
for specificfieldwork rules and clearprocedures would surely be disappointed.
Looking back over this chapter,the major
theme seemsto be, What you do depends
on the situation, the nature of the inquiry,

the characteristics of the setting, and the
skills, interests, needs, and point of view
that you, as observer, bring to your engagement. Yet, the conduct of observational research is not without direction. Exhibit 6.6
offers a modest list of 10 guidelines for fieldwork (not, please notice, commandments,
just guidelines) by way of reviewing some
of the major issues discussed in this chapter.
Beyond these seemingly simple but deceptively complex prescriptions, the point remains that what you do depends on a great
number of situational variables, your own
capabilities, and careful judgment informed
by the strategic themes for qualitative inquiry presented in the first chapter (Exhibit
2.1).
Having considered the guidelines and
strategic themes for naturalistic field-based
research, and after the situational constraints on and variations in the conduct of
fieldwork have been properly recognized
and taken into account in the design, there
remains only the core commitment of qualitative inquiry to reaffirm. That core commitment was articulated by Nobel laureate
Nicholas Tmbergen in his 1975 acceptance
speech for the Nobel Prize in physiology

